
180 XIV. AN INTRODUCTION TO EQUIVARIANT K-THEORYafter completion for any G-CW complex E constructed using cells G=H+ ^Sn forvarious proper subgroups H.Now if G is �nite, let V denote the reduced regular representation and let S1Vbe the union of the representation spheres SkV . For a general compact Lie groupG, we let S1V denote the union of the representation spheres SV as V runs overthe indexing spaces V such that V G = 0 in a complete G-universe U .Evidently S1V H is contractible ifH is a proper subgroup and S1V G = S0. ThusS1V =S0 has no G-�xed points and may be constructed using cells G=H+ ^ Sn forproper subgroups H. Thus, by the inductive hypothesis, K�G(S1V =S0 ^ ~EG) = 0after completion, and henceK�G(S1V ^ ~EG) �= K�G(S0 ^ ~EG) = K�G( ~EG)after completion. But evidently the inclusionS1V = S1V ^ S0 �! S1V ^ ~EGis an equivariant homotopy equivalence (consider the various �xed point sets).This proves a most convenient reduction: it is enough to prove that K�G(S1V ) = 0after completion.In fact, it is easy to see that K�G(S1V ) = 0 after completion. When G is �nite,one just notes that (ignoring lim1 problems again)K�G(S1V ) = limk K�G(SkV ) = limk (K�G(S0); �(V )) = 0because �(V ) 2 I. Indeed the inverse limit has the e�ect of making the element�(V ) invertible, and if IM = M then MÎ = 0. The argument in the generalcompact Lie case is only a little more elaborate.To make this proof honest, we must address the two important properties thatwe used without justi�cation: (a) that completed K-theory takes co�berings toexact sequences and (b) that the K-theories of certain in�nite complexes are theinverse limits of the K-theories of their �nite subcomplexes. In other words thepoints that we skated over were the linked problems of the inexactness of comple-tion and the nonvanishing of lim1 terms.Now, since R(G) is Noetherian, completion is exact on �nitely generated mod-ules, and the K groups of �nite complexes are �nitely generated. Accordingly, oneroute is to arrange the formalities so as to only discuss �nite complexes: this isthe method of pro-groups, as in the original approach of Atiyah. It is elementary



5. THE ATIYAH-SEGAL COMPLETION THEOREM 181and widely useful. Instead of considering the single group K�G(X) we consider theinverse system of groups K�G(X�) as X� runs over the �nite subcomplexes of X.We do not need to know much about pro-groups. A pro-group is just an inversesystem of Abelian groups. There is a natural way to de�ne morphisms, and theresulting category is Abelian. The fundamental technical advantage of workingin the category of pro-groups is that, in this category, the inverse limit functor isexact. For any Abelian group valued functor h on G-CW complexes or spectra, wede�ne the associated pro-group valued functor h by letting h(X) be the inversesystem fh(X�)g, where X� runs over the �nite subcomplexes of X.As long as all K-theory is interpreted as pro-group valued, the argument justgiven is honest. The conclusion of the argument is that, for a �niteG-CW complexX, � : EG+ ^X �! X induces an isomorphism of I-completed pro-group valuedK-theory. Here the I-completion of a pro-R(G)-module M = fM�g is just theinverse system fM�=IrM�g. When M is a constant system, such as K�G(S0), thisis just an inverse system of epimorphisms and has zero lim1. It follows from theisomorphism of pro-groups that lim1 is also zero for the progroup K�G(EG+ ^X),and hence the group K�G(EG+ ^ X) is the inverse limit of the K-theories of theskeleta of EG+ ^ X. We may thus simply pass to inverse limits to obtain theconclusion of Theorem 3.1 as originally stated for ordinary rather than pro-R(G)-modules.There is an alternative way to be honest: we could accept the inexactness andadapt the usual methods for discussing it by derived functors. In fact we shalllater see how to realize the construction of left derived functors of completiongeometrically. This approach leads compellingly to consideration of completions ofKG-module spectra and to the consideration of homology. We invite the interestedreader to turn to Chapter XXIV (especially Section 7).J. F.Adams, J.-P.Haeberly, S.Jackowski and J. P.May A generalization of the Atiyah-Segal com-pletion theorem. Topology 27(1988), 1-6.M. F. Atiyah. Characters and cohomology of �nite groups. Pub. IHES 9(1961), 23-64.M. F. Atiyah and G. B. Segal. Equivariant K-theory and completion. J.Di�. Geom. 3(1969),1-18.G.Carlsson. Equivariant stable homotopy and Segal's Burnside ring conjecture. Annals of Math.120(1984), 189-224.S. Jackowski. Families of subgroups and completions. J. Pure and Applied Algebra 37(1985),167-179.



182 XIV. AN INTRODUCTION TO EQUIVARIANT K-THEORY6. The generalization to familiesThe above statements and proofs for the universal free G-space EG and theaugmentation ideal I carry over with the given proofs to theorems about theuniversal F -free space EF and the idealIF = \H2F kerfresGH : R(G) �! R(H)g:The only di�erence is that for most familiesF there is no reduction of KG(EF )to the nonequivariant K-theory of some other space. Note that, by the injectivityof (2.1), if F includes all cyclic subgroups then IF = 0.Theorem 6.1. For any family F and any �nite G-CW-complex X the projec-tion map EF �! � induces completion, so thatK�G(EF+ ^X) �= K�G(X)ÎF :In particular K0G(EF+) �= R(G)ÎF and K1G(EF+) = 0:Two useful consequences of these generalizations are that K-theory is detectedon �nite subgroups and that isomorphisms are detected by cyclic groups.Theorem 6.2 (McClure). (a) IfX is a �nite G-CW-complex and x 2 KG(X)restricts to zero in KH(X) for all �nite subgroups H of G then x = 0.(b) If f : X �! Y is a map of �niteG-CW-complexes that induces an isomorphismKC(Y ) �! KC(X) for all �nite cyclic subgroups C then f� : KG(Y ) �! KG(X)is also an isomorphism.Thinking about characters, one might be tempted to believe that �nite sub-groups could be replaced by �nite cyclic subgroups in (a), but that is false.J. F.Adams, J.-P.Haeberly, S.Jackowski and J. P.May. A generalization of the Atiyah-Segalcompletion theorem. Topology 27(1988), 1-6.J.E.McClure. Restriction maps in equivariant K-theory. Topology 25(1986) 399-409.



CHAPTER XVAn introduction to equivariant cobordismby S. R. Costenoble1. A review of nonequivariant cobordismWe start with a brief summary of nonequivariant cobordism.We de�ne a sequence of groups N0, N1, N2, : : : as follows: We say that twosmooth closed k-dimensional manifolds M1 and M2 are cobordant if there is asmooth (k+1)-dimensional manifoldW (the cobordism) such that @W �= M1`M2;this is an equivalence relation, and Nk is the set of cobordism classes of k-dimensional manifolds. We make this into an abelian group with addition beingdisjoint union. The 0 element is the class of the empty manifold ;; a manifold iscobordant to ; if it bounds. Every manifold is its own inverse, sinceM `M boundsM � I. We can make the graded group N� into a ring by using cartesian productas multiplication. This ring has been calculated: N� �= Z=2[xk j k 6= 2i � 1]. We'llsay more about how we attack this calculation in a moment. This is the unorientedbordism ring, due to Thom.Thom also considered the variant in which the manifolds are oriented. In thiscase, the cobordism is also required to be oriented, and the boundary @W isoriented so that its orientation, together with the inward normal into W , givesthe restriction of the orientation of W to @W . The e�ect is that, if M is a closedoriented manifold, then @(M � I) = M `(�M) where �M denotes M with itsorientation reversed. This makes �M the negative of M in the resulting orientedbordism ring 
�. This ring is more complicated than N�, having both a torsion-free part (calculated by Thom) and a torsion part, consisting entirely of elementsof order 2 (calculated by Milnor and Wall).183



184 XV. AN INTRODUCTION TO EQUIVARIANT COBORDISMThere are many other variants of these rings, including unitary bordism, U�,which uses \stably almost complex" manifolds; M is such a manifold if there isgiven an embeddingM � Rn and a complex structure on the normal bundle to thisembedding. The calculation is U� �=Z[z2k]. This and other variants are discussedin Stong.These rings are actually coe�cient rings of certain homology theories, the bor-dism theories (there is a nice convention, due to Atiyah, that we use the namebordism for the homology theory, and the name cobordism for the related coho-mology theory). If X is a space, we de�ne the group Nk(X) to be the set ofbordism classes of maps M �! X, where M is a k-dimensional smooth closedmanifold and the map is continuous. Cobordisms must also map into X, and therestriction of the map to the boundary must agree with the given maps on thek-manifolds. De�ning the relative groups N�(X;A) is a little trickier. We considermaps (M;@M) �! (X;A). Such a map is cobordant to (N; @N) �! (X;A) ifthere exists a triple (W;@0W;@1W ), where @W = @0W [ @1W , the intersection@0W \ @1W is the common boundary @(@0W ) = @(@1W ), and @0W �= M `N ,together with a map (W;@1W ) �! (X;A) that restricts to the given maps on@0W . (This makes the most sense if you draw a picture.) It's useful to think ofW as having a \corner" at @0W \ @1W ; otherwise you have to use resmoothingsto get an equivalence relation. It is now a pretty geometric exercise to show thatthere is a long exact sequence� � � �!Nk(A) �! Nk(X) �!Nk(X;A) �! Nk�1(A) �! � � �where the \boundary map" is precisely taking the boundary. There are oriented,unitary, and other variants of this homology theory.Calculation of these groups is possible largely because we know the representingspectra for these theories. Let TO (the Thom prespectrum) be the prespectrumwhose kth space is TO(k), the Thom space of the universal k-plane bundle overBO(k). It is an inclusion prespectrum and, applying the spectri�cation functor Lto it, we obtain the Thom spectrum MO. Its homotopy groups are given by�k(MO) = colimq �q+k(TO(q)):Then N� �= ��(MO), and in fact MO represents unoriented bordism.The proof goes like this: Given a k-dimensional manifoldM , embedM in someRq+k with normal bundle �. The unit disk of this bundle is homeomorphic to atubular neighborhood N ofM in Rq+k, and so there is a collapse map c : Sq+k �!



1. A REVIEW OF NONEQUIVARIANT COBORDISM 185T� given by collapsing everything outside of N to the basepoint. There is also aclassifying map T� �! TO(q), and the compositeSq+k �! T� �! TO(q)represents an element of �k(MO). Applying a similar construction to a cobor-dism gives a homotopy between the two maps obtained from cobordant manifolds.This construction, known as the Pontrjagin-Thom construction, describes the mapNk �! �k(MO).The inverse map is constructed as follows: Given a map f : Sq+k �! TO(q),we may assume that f is transverse to the zero-section. The inverse imageM = f�1(BO(q)) is then a k-dimensional submanifold of Sq+k (provided thatwe use Grassmannian manifold approximations of classifying spaces), and the nor-mal bundle to the embedding ofM in Sq+k is the pullback of the universal bundle.Making a homotopy between two maps transverse provides a cobordism betweenthe two manifolds obtained from the maps. One can now check that these twoconstructions are well-de�ned and inverse isomorphisms. The analysis ofN�(X;A)is almost identical.In fact MO is a ring spectrum, and the Thom isomorphism just constructed isan isomorphism of rings. The product on MO is induced from the mapsTO(j) ^ TO(k) �! TO(j + k)of Thom complexes arising from the classifying map of the external sum of the jthand kth universal bundle. This becomes clearer when one thinks in a coordinate-free way; in fact, it was inspection of Thom spectra that led to the description ofthe stable homotopy category that May gave in Chapter XII.Now MO is a very tractable spectrum. To compute its homotopy we haveavailable such tools as the Thom isomorphism, the Steenrod algebra (mod 2), andthe Adams spectral sequence for the most sophisticated calculation. (Stong givesa calculation not using the spectral sequence.) The point is that we now havesomething concrete to work with, and adequate tools to do the job. For orientedbordism, we replace MO with MSO, which is constructed similarly except thatwe use the universal oriented bundles over the spaces BSO(k). Here we use thefact that an orientation of a manifold is equivalent to an orientation of its normalbundle. Similarly, for unitary bordism we use the spectrumMU , constructed outof the universal unitary bundles.The standard general reference isR. E. Stong. Notes on Cobordism Theory. Princeton University Press. 1968.



186 XV. AN INTRODUCTION TO EQUIVARIANT COBORDISM2. Equivariant cobordism and Thom spectraNow we take a compact Lie group G and try to generalize everything to theG-equivariant context. This generalization of nonequivariant bordism was �rststudied by Conner and Floyd. Using smooth G-manifolds throughout we can cer-tainly copy the de�nition of cobordism to obtain the equivariant bordism groupsN G� and, for pairs of G-spaces (X;A), the groups N G� (X;A). We shall concen-trate on unoriented bordism. To de�ne unitary bordism, we consider a unitarymanifold to be a smooth G-manifoldM together with an embedding ofM in eitherV or V �R, where V is a complex representation of G, and a complex structureon the resulting normal bundle. The notion of an oriented G-manifold is compli-cated and still controversial, although for odd order groups it su�ces to look atoriented manifolds with an action of G; the action of G automatically preservesthe orientation.It is also easy to generalize the Thom spectrum. Let U be a complete G-universe. In view of the description of the K-theory G-spectra in the previouschapter, it seems most natural to start with the universal n-plane bundles�(V ) : EO(jV j; V �U ) �! BO(jV j; V �U )for indexing spaces V inU . Let TOG(V ) be the Thom space of �(V ). For V �W ,the pullback of �(W ) over the inclusionBO(jV j; V �U ) �! BO(jW j;W �U )is the Whitney sum of �(V ) and the trivial bundle with �ber W � V . Its Thomspace is �W�V TOG(V ), and the evident map of bundles induces an inclusion� : �W�V TOG(V ) �! TOG(W ):This construction gives us an inclusion G-prespectrum TOG. We de�ne the realThom G-spectrum to be its spectri�cation MOG = LTOG. Using complex rep-resentations throughout, we obtain the complex analogs TUG and MUG. Thisde�nition is essentially due to tom Dieck.The interesting thing is that MOG does not represent N G� . It is easy to de�nea map N G� �! �G� (MOG) = MOG� using the Pontrjagin-Thom construction,but we cannot de�ne an inverse. The problem is the failure of transversality inthe equivariant context. As a simple example of this failure, consider the groupG = Z=2, let M = � be a one-point G-set (a 0-dimensional manifold), let N = Rwith the nontrivial linear action of G, and let Y = f0g � N . Let f : M �! N



2. EQUIVARIANT COBORDISM AND THOM SPECTRA 187be the only G-map that can be de�ned: it takes M to Y . Clearly f cannot bemade transverse to Y , since it is homotopic only to itself. This simple example isparadigmatic. In general, given manifoldsM and Y � N and a map f :M �! N ,if f fails to be homotopic to a map transverse to Y it is because of the presence inthe normal bundle to Y of a nontrivial representation of G that cannot be mappedonto by the representations available in the tangent bundle of M . Wassermanprovided conditions under which we can get transversality. If G is a product ofa torus and a �nite group, he gives a su�cient condition for transversality thatamounts to saying that, where needed, we will always have in M a nontrivialrepresentation mapping onto the nontrivial representation we see in the normalbundle to Y . Others have given obstruction theories to transversality, for examplePetrie and Waner and myself.Using Wasserman's condition, it is possible (for one of his G) to construct theG-spectrum that does representN G� . Again, let U be a complete G-universe. Wecan construct a G-prespectrum toG with associated G-spectrum moG by lettingV run through the indexing spaces in our complete universe U as before, butreplacing U by its G-�xed point space U G �= R1 in the bundles we start with.That is, we start with the G-bundlesEO(jV j; V �U G) �! BO(jV j; V �U G)for indexing spaces V in U . Again, restricting attention to complex representa-tions, we obtain the complex analogs tuG and muG. The fact that there are sofew nontrivial representations present in the bundle EO(jV j; V �U G) allows usto use Wasserman's transversality results to show that moG represents N G� . Theinclusion U G �! U induces a mapmoG �!MOGthat represents the map N G� �! MOG� that we originally hoped was an isomor-phism.On the other hand, there is also a geometric interpretation of MOG� . Usingeither transversality arguments or a clever argument due to Br�ocker and Hookthat works for all compact Lie groups, one can show thatMOGk (X;A) �= colimV N Gk+jV j((X;A)� (D(V ); S(V ))):Here the maps in the colimit are given by multiplying manifolds by disks of rep-resentations, smoothing corners as necessary. We interpret this in the simplestcase as follows. A class inMOGk �= colimV N Gk+jV j(D(V ); S(V )) is represented by a



188 XV. AN INTRODUCTION TO EQUIVARIANT COBORDISMmanifold (M;@M) together with a map (M;@M) �! (D(V ); S(V )). This map isequivalent in the colimit to (M�D(W ); @(M�D(W ))) �! (D(V �W ); S(V �W ))together with the original map crossed with the identity on D(W ). We call theequivalence class of such a manifold over the disk of a representation a stable man-ifold. Its (virtual) dimension is dimM � dimV . We can then interpret MOGkas the group of cobordism classes of stable manifolds of dimension k. A similarinterpretation works for MOGk (X;A).With this interpretation we can see clearly one of the di�erences between N G�and MOG� . If V is a representation of G with no trivial summands, then there is astable manifold represented by � �! D(V ), the inclusion of the origin. This rep-resents a nontrivial element �(V ) 2MOG�n where n = jV j. This element is calledthe Euler class of V . Tom Dieck showed the nontriviality of these elements andwe'll give a version of the argument below; note that if V had a trivial summand,then � �! D(V ) would be homotopic to a map into S(V ), so that �(V ) = 0.On the other hand, N G� has no nontrivial elements in negative dimensions, byde�nition.Here is another, related di�erence: Stable bordism is periodic in a sense. If V isany representation of G, then, by the de�nition of MOG, MOG(V ) �=MOG(jV j);the point is that MOG(V ) really depends only on jV j. This gives an equivalence�VMOG ' �nMOG if n = jV j, orMOG ' �V�nMOG:One way of de�ning an explicit equivalence is to start by classifying the bundleV �! � and so obtain an associated map of Thom complexes (a Thom class)SV �! TOG(Rn) �MOG(Rn):This is adjoint to a map �(V ) : SV�n = �1n SV �! MOG. Reversing the rolesof V and Rn, we obtain an analogous map Sn�V �! MOG. It is not hard tocheck that these are inverse units in the RO(G)-graded ring MOG� . The requiredequivalence is the evident compositeSV�n ^MOG �!MOG ^MOG �!MOG:In homology, this gives isomorphisms of MOG� -modulesMOG� (�jV jX) �=MOG� (�VX)and MOGk (X) �=MOGk+n(�VX)



3. COMPUTATIONS: THE USE OF FAMILIES 189for all k. This is really a special case of a Thom isomorphism that holds for everybundle. The Thom class of a bundle � is the element in cobordism representedby the map of Thom complexes T� �! TOG(j�j) � MOG(j�j) induced by theclassifying map of �. Another consequence of the isomorphisms above is thatMOGV (X) �= MOGn (X), so that the RO(G)-graded groups that we get are nodi�erent from the groups in integer grading. We can think of this as a periodicitygiven by multiplication by the unit �(V ). It should also be clear that, if jV j = mand jW j = n, then the composite isomorphismMOGk (X) �= MOGk+m(�VX) �= MOGk+m+n(�V�WX)agrees with the isomorphismMOGk (X) �=MOGk+m+n(�V�WX) associated with therepresentation V �W .We record one further consequence of all this. Consider the inclusion e : S0 �!SV , where jV j = n. This induces a mapMOGk+n(X) �!MOGk+n(�VX) �=MOGk (X):It is easy to see geometrically that this is given by multiplication by the stablemanifold � �! D(V ), the inclusion of the origin, which represents �(V ) 2MOG�n.The similar map in cobordism,MOkG(X) �= MOk+nG (�VX) �!MOk+nG (X)is also given by multiplication by �(V ) 2 MOnG, as we can see by representing�(V ) by the stable mapS0 �! SV �! �VMOG ' �nMOG:T. Br�ocker and E. C. Hook. Stable equivariant bordism. Math. Z. 129(1972), 269-277.P. E. Conner and E. E. Floyd. Di�erentiable periodic maps. Academic Press, Inc. 1964.S. Costenoble and S. Waner. G-transversality revisited. Proc. Amer. Math. Soc. 116(1992),535-546.T. tom Dieck. Bordism of G-manifolds and integrality thereoms, Topology 9 (1970), 345-358.T. Petrie. Pseudoequivalences of G-manifolds. Proc. Symp. Pure Math. 32. Amer. Math. Soc.1978, 169-210.A. G. Wasserman. Equivariant di�erential topology. Topology 8(1969), 128-144.3. Computations: the use of familiesFor computations, we start with the fact that N G� (X) is a module overN� (thenonequivariant bordism ring, which we know) by cartesian product. The question



190 XV. AN INTRODUCTION TO EQUIVARIANT COBORDISMis then its structure as a module. We'll take a look at the main computationaltechniques and at some of the simpler known results.The main computational technique was introduced by Conner and Floyd. Recallthat a family of subgroups of G is a collection of subgroups closed under conjugacyand taking of subgroups (in short, under subconjugacy). If F is such a family,we de�ne an F -manifold to be a smooth G-manifold all of whose isotropy groupsare in F . If we restrict our attention to closed F -manifolds and cobordismsthat are also F -manifolds, we get the groups N G� [F ] of cobordism classes ofmanifolds with restricted isotropy. Similarly, we can consider the bordism theoryN G� [F ](X;A). Now there is a relative version of this as well. Suppose thatF 0 � F . An (F ;F 0)-manifold is a manifold (M;@M) whereM is anF -manifoldand @M is an F 0-manifold (possibly empty, of course). To de�ne cobordismof such manifolds, we must resort to manifolds with multipart boundaries, ormanifolds with corners. Precisely, (M;@M) is cobordant to (N; @N) if there is amanifold (W;@0W;@1W ) such that W is an F -manifold, @1W is an F 0-manifold,and @0W = M `N , where as usual @W = @0W [ @1W and @0W \ @1W is thecommon boundary of @0W and @1W . With this de�nition we can form the relativebordism groupsN G� [F ;F 0]. Of course, there is also an associated bordism theory,although to describe the relative groups of that theory requires manifolds with 2-part boundaries, and cobordisms with 3-part boundaries!From a homotopy theoretic point of view it's interesting to notice thatN G� [F ] �=N G� (EF ), since a manifold over EF must be an F -manifold, and any F -manifold has a unique homotopy class of maps into EF . Similarly,N G� [F ](X) �=N G� (X � EF ), and so on. For the purposes of computation, it is usually morefruitful to think in terms of manifolds with restricted isotropy, however. Noticethat this gives us an easy way to de�ne MOG� [F ]: it is MOG� (EF ). We can alsointerpret this in terms of stable manifolds with restricted isotropy.As a �rst illustration of the use of families, we give the promised proof of thenontriviality of Euler classes.Lemma 3.1. Let G be a compact Lie group and V be a representation of Gwithout trivial summands. Then �(V ) 6= 0 in MOG�n, where n = jV j.Proof. Let A be the family of all subgroups, and let P be the family ofproper subgroups. Consider the map MOG� �! MOG� [A ;P]. We claim that theimage of �(V ) is invertible in MOG� [A ;P] (which is nonzero), so that �(V ) 6= 0.Thinking in terms of stable manifolds, �(V ) = [� �! D(V )]. Its inverse is



3. COMPUTATIONS: THE USE OF FAMILIES 191D(V ) �! �, which lives in the group MOG� [A ;P] because @D(V ) = S(V ) hasno �xed points. It's slightly tricky to show that the product, which is representedby D(V ) �! � �! D(V ), is cobordant to the identity D(V ) �! D(V ), as wehave to change the interpretation of the boundary S(V ) of the source from beingthe \P-manifold part" to being the \maps into S(V ) part". However, a littlecleverness with D(V )� I does the trick.Returning to our general discussion of the use of families, note that, for a pairof families (F ;F 0), there is a long exact sequence� � � �!N Gk [F 0] �!N Gk [F ] �! N Gk [F ;F 0] �! N Gk�1[F 0] �! � � � ;where the boundary map is given by taking boundaries. (This is of course thesame as the long exact sequence associated with the pair of spaces (EF ; EF 0).)We would like to use this exact sequence to calculate N G� inductively. To setthis up a little more systematically, suppose that we have a sequence F0 � F1 �F2 � � � � of families of subgroups whose union is the family of all subgroups.If we can calculate N Gk [F0] and each relative term N Gk [Fp;Fp�1], we may beable to calculate every N Gk [Fp] and ultimately N G� . We can also introduce themachinery of spectral sequences here: The long exact sequences give us an exactcouple N G� [Fp�1] // N G� [Fp]wwooooooooooooN G� [Fp;Fp�1]hhPPPPPPPPPPPPand hence a spectral sequence with E1p;q =N Gq [Fp;Fp�1] that converges to N G� .This would all be academic if not for the fact that N G� [Fp;Fp�1] is often com-putable. Let us start o� with the base of the induction: N G� [feg; ;] = N Gk [feg].This is the bordism group of free closed G-manifolds. Now, if M is a free G-manifold, then M=G is also a manifold, of dimension dimM � dimG. There is aunique homotopy class of G-maps M �! EG, which passes to quotients to givea map M=G �! BG. Moreover, given the map M=G �! BG we can recover theoriginal manifold M , since it is the pullback in the following diagram:M�� // EG��M=G // BG:



192 XV. AN INTRODUCTION TO EQUIVARIANT COBORDISMThis applies equally well to manifolds with or without boundary, so it applies tocobordisms as well. This establishes the isomorphismN Gk [feg] �= Nk�dimG(BG):Now the bordism of a classifying space may or may not be easy to compute, butat least this is a nonequivariant problem.The inductive step can also be reduced to a nonequivariant calculation. Sup-pose that G is �nite or Abelian for convenience. We say that F and F 0 areadjacent if F = F 0 [ (H) for a single conjugacy class of subgroups (H), andit su�ces to restrict attention to such an adjacent pair. Suppose that (M;@M)is an (F ;F 0)-manifold. Let M (H) denote the set of points in M with isotropygroups in (H); M (H) lies in the interior of M , since @M is an F 0-manifold, andM (H) = [K2(H)MK is a union of closed submanifolds of M . Moreover, these sub-manifolds are pairwise disjoint, since (H) is maximal in F . Therefore M (H) is aclosed G-invariant submanifold in the interior of M , isomorphic to G �NH MH .(Here is where it is convenient to have G �nite or Abelian.) Thus M (H) has aG-invariant closed tubular neighborhood in M , call it N . Here is the key step:(M;@M) is cobordant to (N; @N) as an (F ;F 0)-manifold. The cobordism is pro-vided by M � I with corners smoothed (this is easiest to see in a picture).As usual, let WH = NH=H. Now (N; @N) is determined by the free WH-manifoldMH and the NH-vector bundle over it which is its normal bundle. SinceWH acts freely on the base, each �ber is a representation of H with no trivialsummands and decomposes into a sum of multiples of irreducible representations.This also decomposes the whole bundle: Suppose that the nontrivial irreduciblerepresentations of H are V1, V2, : : : . Then � = ��i, where each �ber of each �i isa sum of copies of Vi. Clearly �i is completely determined by the free WH-bundleHomG(Vi; �i), which has �bers Fn where F is one of R, C , or H , depending on Vi.Notice, however, that the NH-action on � induces certain isomorphisms amongthe �i: If Vi and Vj are conjugate representations under the action of NH, then �iand �j must be isomorphic.The upshot of all of this is that N Gk [F ;F 0] is isomorphic to the group ob-tained in the following way. Suppose that the dimension of Vi is di and thatHomG(Vi; Vi) = Fi, where Fi = R, C , or H . Consider free WH-manifolds M ,together with a sequence of WH-bundles �1, �2, � � � over M , one for each Vi,the group of �i being O(F i; ni) (i.e., O(ni), U(ni), or Sp(ni)). If Vi and Vj areconjugate under the action of NH, then we insist that �i and �j be isomorphic.



4. SPECIAL CASES: ODD ORDER GROUPS AND Z=2 193The dimension of (M ; �1; �2; � � � ) is dimM +Pnidi; that is, this should equal k.Now de�ne (M ; �1; �2; � � � ) to be cobordant to (N ; �1; �2; � � � ) if there exists some(W ; �1; �2; � � � ) such that @W = M `N and the restriction of �i to @W is �i` �i.It should be reasonably clear from this description that we have an isomorphismN Gk [F ;F 0] �= Xj+Pnidi=kN WHj (EWH � (�iBO(F i; ni)))where WH acts on �iBO(F i; ni) via its permutation of the representations of H.One more step and this becomes a nonequivariant problem: We take the quotientby WH, which we can do because the argument EWH � (�iBO(F i; ni)) is free(this being just like the case N G� [feg] above). This givesN Gk [F ;F 0] �= XdimWH+j+Pnidi=kNj(EWH �WH (�iBO(Fi; ni))):(3.2)Notice that, if G is Abelian or if WH acts trivially on the representations of Hfor some other reason, then the argument is BWH � (�iBO(Fi; ni))).P. E. Conner and E. E. Floyd. Di�erentiable periodic maps. Academic Press, Inc. 1964.4. Special cases: odd order groups and Z=2If G is a �nite group of odd order, then the di�erentials in the spectral sequencefor N G� all vanish, and N G� is the direct sum over (H) of the groups displayed in(3.2). This is actually a consequence of a very general splitting result that will beexplained in XVIIx6. The point is that N G� is a Z=2-vector space and, away fromthe order of the group, the Burnside ring A(G) splits as a direct sum of copies ofZ[1=jGj], one for each conjugacy class of subgroups of G. This induces splittings inall modules over the Burnside ring, including all RO(G)-graded homology theories(that is, those homology theories represented by spectra indexed on completeuniverses). The moral of the story is that, away from the order of the group,equivariant topology generally reduces to nonequivariant topology.This observation can also be used to show that the spectra moG and MOG splitas products of Eilenberg-MacLane spectra, just as in the nonequivariant case.Remember that this depends on G having odd order.Conner and Floyd computed the additive structure of N Z=2� , and Alexandercomputed its multiplicative structure. There is a split short exact sequence0 �! N Z=2k �! �0�n�kNk�n(BO(n)) �! Nk�1(BZ=2) �! 0;



194 XV. AN INTRODUCTION TO EQUIVARIANT COBORDISMwhich is part of the long exact sequence of the pair (fZ=2; eg; feg). The �rst mapis given by restriction to Z=2-�xed points and the normal bundles to these. Thesecond map is given by taking the unit sphere of a bundle, then taking the quotientby the antipodal map (a freeZ=2-action) and classifying the resultingZ=2-bundle.This map is the only nontrivial di�erential in the spectral sequence. Now�0�n�kNk�n(BO(n)) �= N�[x1; x2; � � � ];where xk 2 Nk�1(BO(1)) is the class of the canonical line bundle over RP k�1. Onthe other hand, N�(BZ=2) �= N�fr0; r1; r2; � � � gis the free N�-module generated by frkg, where rk is the class of RP k �! BZ=2.The splitting is the obvious one: it sends rk to xk+1. In fact, the xk all live in thesummandN�(BZ=2) =N�(BO(1)), and the splitting is simply the inclusion of thissummand. It follows that N Z=2� is a free module over N�, and one can write downexplicit generators. Alexander writes down explicit multiplicative generators.A similar calculation can be done for MOZ=2� . The short exact sequence is then0 �!MOZ=2k �! �nNk�n(BO) �! Nk�1(BZ=2) �! 0;where now k and n range over the integers, positive and negative, and the sum inthe middle is in�nite. In fact,�nN��n(BO) �= N�[x�11 ; x1; x2; � � � ];where the xi are the images of the elements of the same name from the geometriccase. Here x�11 is the image of �L, where L is the nontrivial irreducible represen-tation of Z=2.It is natural to ask whether or not moZ=2 and MOZ=2 are products of Eilenberg-MacLaneZ=2-spectra, as in the case of odd order groups. I showed that the answerturns out to be no.J. C. Alexander. The bordism ring of manifolds with involution. Proc. Amer. Math. Soc.31(1972), 536-542.P. E. Conner and E. E. Floyd. Di�erentiable periodic maps. Academic Press, Inc. 1964.S. Costenoble. The structure of some equivariant Thom spectra. Trans. Amer. Math. Soc.315(1989), 231-254.



CHAPTER XVISpectra and G-spectra; change of groups; dualityIn this and the following three chapters, we return to the development of featuresof the equivariant stable homotopy category. The basic reference is [LMS], andspeci�c citations are given at the ends of sections.1. Fixed point spectra and orbit spectraMuch of the most interesting work in equivariant algebraic topology involves theconnection between equivariant constructions and nonequivariant topics of currentinterest. We here explain the basic facts concerning the relationships betweenG-spectra and spectra and between equivariant and nonequivariant cohomologytheories.We restrict attention to a complete G-universe U and we write RO(G) forRO(G;U). Given the details of the previous chapter, we shall be more informalabout the RO(G)-grading from now on. In particular, we shall allow ourselves towrite E�G(X) for � 2 RO(G), ignoring the fact that, for rigor, we must �rst �xa presentation of � as a formal di�erence V 	W . We write S� instead of SV	Wand, for G-spectra X and E, we writeEG� (X) = [S�; E ^X]G(1.1)and E�G(X) = [S�� ^X;E]G = [S��; F (X;E)]G:(1.2)To relate this to nonequivariant theories, let i : UG �! U be the inclusion ofthe �xed point universe. Recall that we have the forgetful functori� : GS U �! GS UG195



196 XVI. SPECTRA AND G-SPECTRA; CHANGE OF GROUPS; DUALITYobtained by forgetting the indexing G-spaces with non-trivial G-action. The \un-derlying nonequivariant spectrum" of E is i�E with its action by G ignored. Recalltoo that i� has a left adjoint i� : GS UG �! GS Uthat builds in non-trivial representations. Explicitly, for a naive G-prespectrumD and an indexing G-space V ,(i�D)(V ) = D(V G) ^ SV�V G:For a naive G-spectrum D, i�D = Li�`D, as usual. These change of universefunctors play a subtle and critical role in relating equivariant and nonequivariantphenomena. Since, with G-actions ignored, the universes are isomorphic, thefollowing result is intuitively obvious.Lemma 1.3. For D 2 GS UG, the unit G-map � : D �! i�i�D of the (i�; i�)adjunction is a nonequivariant equivalence. For E 2 GS U , the counit G-map" : i�i�E �! E is a nonequivariant equivalence.We de�ne the �xed point spectrum DG of a naive G-spectrum D by passingto �xed points spacewise, DG(V ) = (DV )G. This functor is right adjoint to theforgetful functor from naive G-spectra to spectra:GS UG(C;D) �= S UG(C;DG) for C 2 S UG and D 2 GS UG:(1.4)It is essential that G act trivially on the universe to obtain well-de�ned structuralhomeomorphisms on DG. For E 2 GS U , we de�ne EG = (i�E)G. Composingthe (i�; i�)-adjunction with (1.4), we obtainGS U(i�C;E) �= S UG(C;EG) for C 2 S UG and D 2 GS UG:(1.5)The sphere G-spectra G=H+ ^ Sn in GS U are obtained by applying i� to thecorresponding sphere G-spectra in GS UG. When we restrict (1.1) and (1.2) tointeger gradings and take H = G, we see that (1.5) impliesEGn (X) �= �n((E ^X)G)(1.6)and EnG(X) �= ��n(F (X;E)G):(1.7)As in the second isomorphism, naive G-spectra D represent Z-graded cohomol-ogy theories on naive G-spectra or on G-spaces. In contrast, as we have alreadynoted in XIIIx3, we cannot represent interesting homology theories on G-spaces



2. SPLIT G-SPECTRA AND FREE G-SPECTRA 197X in the form ��((D ^ X)G) for a naive G-spectrum D: here smash productscommute with �xed points, hence such theories vanish on X=XG. For genuineG-spectra, there is a well-behaved natural mapEG ^ (E 0)G �! (E ^ E 0)G;(1.8)but, even when E 0 is replaced by a G-space, it is not an equivalence. In Section3, we shall de�ne a di�erent G-�xed point functor that does commute with smashproducts.Orbit spectra D=G of naive G-spectra are constructed by �rst passing to orbitsspacewise on the prespectrum level and then applying the functor L from prespec-tra to spectra. Here (�1X)=G �= �1(X=G). The orbit functor is left adjoint tothe forgetful functor to spectra:S UG(D=G;C) �= GS UG(D;C) for C 2 S UG and D 2 GS UG:(1.9)For a genuine G-spectrum E, it is tempting to de�ne E=G to be L((i�E)=G), butthis appears to be an entirely useless construction. For free actions, we will shortlygive a substitute.[LMS, especially Ix3] 2. Split G-spectra and free G-spectraThe calculation of the equivariant cohomology of free G-spectra in terms of thenonequivariant cohomology of orbit spectra is fundamental to the passage backand forth between equivariant and nonequivariant phenomena. This requires thesubtle and important notion of a \split G-spectrum".Definition 2.1. A naive G-spectrum D is said to be split if there is a nonequi-variant map of spectra � : D �! DG whose composite with the inclusion of DG inD is homotopic to the identity map. A genuine G-spectrum E is said to be splitif i�E is split.The K-theory G-spectra KG and KOG are split. Intuitively, the splitting is ob-tained by giving nonequivariant bundles trivial G-action. The cobordism spectraMOG and MUG are also split. The Eilenberg-MacLane G-spectrum HM associ-ated to a Mackey functorM is split if and only if the canonical mapM(G=G) �!M(G=e) is a split epimorphism; this implies that G acts trivially on M(G=e),which is usually not the case. The suspension G-spectrum �1X of a G-space Xis split if and only if X is stably a retract up to homotopy of XG, which again is



198 XVI. SPECTRA AND G-SPECTRA; CHANGE OF GROUPS; DUALITYusually not the case. In particular, however, the sphere G-spectrum S = �1S0 issplit. The following consequence of Lemma 1.3 gives more examples.Lemma 2.2. If D 2 GS UG is split, then i�D 2 GS U is also split.The notion of a split G-spectrum is de�ned in nonequivariant terms, but itadmits the following equivariant interpretation.Lemma 2.3. If E is a G-spectrum with underlying nonequivariant spectrum D,then E is split if and only if there is a map of G-spectra i�D �! E that is anonequivariant equivalence.Recall that a based G-space is said to be free if it is free away from its G-�xed basepoint. A G-spectrum, either naive or genuine, is said to be free if it isequivalent to a G-CW spectrum built up out of free cells G+ ^CSn. The functors�1 : T �! GS UG and i� : GS UG �! GS U carry free G-spaces to freenaive G-spectra and free naive G-spectra to free G-spectra. In all three categories,X is homotopy equivalent to a free object if and only if the canonical G-mapEG+ ^X �! X is an equivalence. A free G-spectrum E is equivalent to i�D fora free naive G-spectrum D, unique up to equivalence; the orbit spectrum D=G isthe substitute for E=G that we alluded to above. A useful mnemonic slogan isthat \free G-spectra live in the trivial universe". Note, however, that we cannottake D = i*E: this is not a free G-spectrum. For example, �1G+ 2 GS UG clearlysatis�es (�1G+)G = �, but we shall see later that i��1G+, which is the genuinesuspension G-spectrum �1G+ 2 GS U , satis�es (i��1G+)G = S.Theorem 2.4. If E is a split G-spectrum and X is a free naive G-spectrum,then there are natural isomorphismsEGn (i�X) �= En((�Ad(G)X)=G) and EnG(i�X) �= En(X=G);where Ad(G) is the adjoint representation of G and E� and E� denote the theoriesrepresented by the underlying nonequivariant spectrum of E.The cohomology isomorphism holds by inductive reduction to the case X = G+and use of Lemma 2.3. The homology isomorphism is quite subtle and dependson a dimension-shifting transfer isomorphism that we shall say more about later.This result is an essential starting point for the approach to generalized Tatecohomology theory that we shall present later.In analogy with (1.8), there is a well-behaved natural map�1(XG) �! (�1X)G;(2.5)



3. GEOMETRIC FIXED POINT SPECTRA 199but it is not an equivalence.[LMS, especially II.1.8, II.2.8, II.2.12, II.8.4]3. Geometric �xed point spectraThere is a \geometric �xed-point functor"�G : GS U �! S UGthat enjoys the properties �1(XG) ' �G(�1X)(3.1)and �G(E) ^ �G(E 0) ' �G(E ^ E 0):(3.2)To construct it, recall the de�nition of ~EF for a family F from V.2.8 and set�GE = (E ^ ~EP)G;(3.3)whereP is the family of all proper subgroups of G. Here E ^ ~EP is H-trivial forall H 2P.The name \geometric �xed point spectrum" comes from an equivalent descrip-tion of the functor �G. There is an intuitive \spacewise G-�xed point functor"�G from G-prespectra indexed on U to prespectra indexed on UG. To be preciseabout this, we index G-prespectra on an indexing sequence fVig, so that Vi � Vi+1and U = [Vi, and index prespectra on the indexing sequence nV Gi o. Here weuse indexing sequences to avoid ambiguities resulting from the fact that di�erentindexing spaces in U can have the same G-�xed point space. For a G-prespectrumD = fDVig, the prespectrum �GD is given by (�GD)(Vi) = (DVi)G, with struc-tural maps �VGi+1�V Gi (DVi)G �! (DVi+1)G obtained from those of D by passage toG-�xed points. We are interested in homotopical properties of this construction,and when applying it to spectra regarded as prespectra, we must �rst apply thecylinder functor K and CW approximation functor � discussed in XIIx9. The re-lationship between the resulting construction and the spectrum-level construction(3.3) is as follows. Remember that ` denotes the forgetful functor from spectra toprespectra and L denotes its left adjoint.Theorem 3.4. For �-co�brant G-prespectra D, there is a natural weak equiv-alence of spectra �GLD �! L�GD:



200 XVI. SPECTRA AND G-SPECTRA; CHANGE OF GROUPS; DUALITYFor G-CW spectra E, there is a natural weak equivalence of spectra�GE �! L�GK�`E:It is not hard to deduce the isomorphisms (3.1) and (3.2) from this prespectrumlevel description of �G.[LMS, IIx9]4. Change of groups and the Wirthm�uller isomorphismIn the previous sections, we discussed the relationship between G-spectra ande-spectra, where we write e both for the identity element and the trivial subgroupof G. We must consider other subgroups and quotient groups of G. First, considera subgroup H. Since any representation of NH extends to a representation of Gand since a WH-representation is just an H-�xed NH-representation, the H-�xedpoint space UH of our given complete G-universe U is a complete WH-universe.We de�ne EH = (i�E)H ; i : UH � U:(4.1)This gives a functor GS U �! (WH)S UH . Of course, we can also de�ne EH asa spectrum in SUG. The forgetful functor associated to the inclusion UG �! UHcarries the �rst version of EH to the second, and we use the same notation forboth. For D 2 (NH)S UH , the orbit spectrum D=H is also a WH-spectrum.Exactly as on the space level in Ix1, we have induced and coinduced G-spectragenerated by an H-spectrum D 2 HS U . These are denoted byGnH D and FH[G;D):The \twisted" notation n is used because there is a little twist in the de�nitionsto take account of the action of G on indexing spaces. As on the space level, thesefunctors are left and right adjoint to the forgetful functor GS U �! HS U : forD 2 HS U and E 2 GS U , we haveGS U(G nH D;E) �= HS U(D;E)(4.2)and HS U(E;D) �= GS U(E;FH[G;D)):(4.3)Again, as on the space level, for E 2 GS U we haveG nH E �= (G=H)+ ^ E(4.4)



4. CHANGE OF GROUPS AND THE WIRTHM�ULLER ISOMORPHISM 201and FH[G;E) �= F (G=H+; E):(4.5)As promised earlier, we can now deduce as in (1.6) that�Hn (E) � [G=H+ ^ Sn; E]G �= [Sn; E]H �= �n(EH):(4.6)In cohomology, the isomorphism (4.2) givesE�G(GnH D) �= E�H(D):(4.7)We shall not go into detail, but we can interpret this in terms ofRO(G) andRO(H)graded theories via the evident functor RO(G) �! RO(H). The isomorphism(4.3) does not have such a convenient interpretation as it stands. However, thereis a fundamental change of groups result | called the Wirthm�uller isomorphism| which in its most conceptual form is given by a calculation of the functorFH[G;D). It leads to the following homological complement of (4.7). Let L(H)be the tangent H-representation at the identity coset of G=H. ThenEG� (GnH D) �= EH� (�L(H)D):(4.8)Theorem 4.9 (Generalized Wirthm�uller isomorphism). For H-spectraD, there is a natural equivalence of G-spectraFH[G;�L(H)D) �! GnH D:Therefore, for G-spectra E,[E;�L(H)D]H �= [E;GnH D]G:The last isomorphism complements the isomorphism from (4.2):[GnH D;E]G �= [D;E]H:(4.10)We deduce (4.8) by replacing E in (4.9) by a sphere, replacing D by E ^D, andusing the generalization GnH (D ^ E) �= (G nH D) ^ Eof (4.4).[LMS, IIxx2-4]K. Wirthm�uller. Equivariant homology and duality. Manuscripta Math. 11(1974), 373-390.



202 XVI. SPECTRA AND G-SPECTRA; CHANGE OF GROUPS; DUALITY5. Quotient groups and the Adams isomorphismLet N be a normal subgroup of G with quotient group J . In practice, one isoften thinking of a quotient map NH �! WH rather than G �! J . There is ananalog of the Wirthm�uller isomorphism | called the Adams isomorphism | thatcompares orbit and �xed-point spectra. It involves the change of universe functorsassociated to the inclusion i : UN �! U and requires restriction to N -free G-spectra. We note �rst that the �xed point and orbit functors GS UN �! JS UNare right and left adjoint to the evident pullback functor from J -spectra to G-spectra: for D 2 JSUN and E 2 GS UN ,GS UN (D;E) �= JSUN (D;EN )(5.1)and JSUN (E=N;D) �= GS UN (E;D):(5.2)Here we suppress notation for the pullback functor JS UN �! GS UN . An N -free G-spectrum E indexed on U is equivalent to i�D for an N -free G-spectrumD indexed on UN , and D is unique up to equivalence. Thus our slogan that \freeG-spectra live in the trivial universe" generalizes to the slogan that \N -free G-spectra live in the N -�xed universe". This gives force to the following versionof (5.2). It compares maps of J -spectra indexed on UN with maps of G-spectraindexed on U .Theorem 5.3. Let J = G=N . For N -free G-spectra E indexed on UN andJ -spectra D indexed on UN ,[E=N;D]J �= [i�E; i�D]G:The conjugation action of G on N gives rise to an action of G on the tangentspace of N at e; we call this representation Ad(N), or Ad(N ;G). The followingresult complements the previous one, but is very much deeper. When N = G, it isthe heart of the proof of the homology isomorphism of Theorem 2.4. We shall laterdescribe the dimension-shifting transfer that is the basic ingredient in its proof.Theorem 5.4 (Generalized Adams isomorphism). Let J = G=N . For N -free G-spectra E 2 GS UN , there is a natural equivalence of J -spectraE=N �! (��Ad(N)i�E)N :Therefore, for D 2 JSUN ,[D;E=N ]J �= [i�D;��Ad(N)i�E]G:



5. QUOTIENT GROUPS AND THE ADAMS ISOMORPHISM 203This result is another of the essential starting points for the approach to gener-alized Tate cohomology that we will present later. The last two results cry out forgeneral homological and cohomological interpretations, like those of Theorem 2.4.Looking back at Lemma 2.3, we see that what is needed for this are analogs of theunderlying nonequivariant spectrum and of the characterization of split G-spectrathat make sense for quotient groups J . What is so special about the trivial groupis just that it is naturally both a subgroup and a quotient group of G.The language of families is helpful here. Let F be a family. We say that a G-spectrum E isF -free, or is anF -spectrum, if E is equivalent to a G-CW spectrumall of whose cells are of orbit type in F . Thus free G-spectra are feg-free. We saythat a map f : D �! E is an F -equivalence if fH : DH �! EH is an equivalencefor all H 2 F or, equivalently by the Whitehead theorem, if f is an H-equivalencefor all H 2 F .Returning to our normal subgroup N , let F (N) = F (N ;G) be the family ofsubgroups of G that intersect N in the trivial group. Thus an F (N)-spectrumis an N -free G-spectrum. We have seen these families before, in our study ofequivariant bundles. We can now state precise generalizations of Lemma 2.3 andTheorem 2.4. Fix spectraD 2 JSUN and E 2 GS U:Lemma 5.5. A G-map � : i�D �! E is an F (N)-equivalence if and only if thecomposite of the adjoint D �! (i�E)N of � and the inclusion (i�E)N �! i�E isan F (N)-equivalence.Theorem 5.6. Assume given an F (N)-equivalence i�D �! E. For any N -freeG-spectrum X 2 GS UN ,EG� (��Ad(N)(i�X)) �= DJ� (X=N) and E�G(i�X) �= D�J (X=N):Given E, when do we have an appropriate D? We often have theories that arede�ned on the category of all compact Lie groups, or on a suitable sub-category.When such theories satisfy appropriate naturality axioms, the theory EJ associatedto J will necessarily bear the appropriate relationship to the theory EG associatedto G. We shall not go into detail here. One assumes that the homomorphisms� : H �! G in one's category induce maps of H-spectra �� : ��EG �! EH in afunctorial way, where some bookkeeping with universes is needed to make senseof ��, and one assumes that �� is an H-equivalence if � is an inclusion. For each



204 XVI. SPECTRA AND G-SPECTRA; CHANGE OF GROUPS; DUALITYH 2 F (N), the quotient map q : G �! J restricts to an isomorphism from H toits image K. If the �ve visible maps,H � G; K � J; q : G �! J; q : H �! K; and q�1 : K �! H;are in one's category, one can deduce that �q : q�EJ = i�EJ �! EG is an F (N)-equivalence. This is not too surprising in view of Lemma 2.3, but it is a bit subtle:there are examples where all axioms are satis�ed, except that q�1 is not in the cat-egory, and the conclusion fails because �q is not an H-equivalence. However, thisdoes work for equivariantK-theory and the stable forms of equivariant cobordism,generalizing the arguments used to prove that these theories split. For K-theory,the Bott isomorphisms are suitably natural, by the speci�cation of the Bott el-ements in terms of exterior powers. For cobordism, we shall explain in XXVx5that MOG and MUG arise from functors, called \global I� functors with smashproduct", that are de�ned on all compact Lie groups and their representationsand take values in spaces with group actions. All theories with such a concretegeometric source are de�ned with suitable naturality on all compact Lie groupsG.J. F. Adams. Prerequisites (on equivariant theory) for Carlsson's lecture. Springer Lecture Notesin Mathematics Vol. 1051, 1984, 483-532.[LMS, IIxx8-9]6. The construction of G=N-spectra from G-spectraA di�erent line of thought leads to a construction of J -spectra from G-spectra,J = G=N , that is a direct generalization of the geometric �xed point construction�GE. The appropriate analog of P is the family F [N ] of those subgroups ofG that do not contain N . Note that this is a family since N is normal. For aspectrum E in GS U , we de�ne�NE � (E ^ ~EF [N ])N:(6.1)We have the expected generalizations of (3.1) and (3.2): for a G-space X,�1(XN ) ' �N(�1X)(6.2)and, for G-spectra E and E 0,�N (E) ^ �N (E 0) ' �N (E ^ E 0):(6.3)We can de�ne �HE for a not necessarily normal subgroup H by regardingE as an NH-spectrum. Although the Whitehead theorem appears naturally as a



6. THE CONSTRUCTION OF G=N -SPECTRA FROM G-SPECTRA 205statement about homotopy groups and thus about the genuine �xed point functorscharacterized by the standard adjunctions, it is worth observing that it implies aversion in terms of these �-�xed point spectra.Theorem 6.4. A map f : E �! E 0 of G-spectra is an equivalence if and onlyif each �Hf : �HE �! �HE 0 is a nonequivariant equivalence.Note that, for any family F and any G-spectra E and E',[E ^ EF+; E 0 ^ ~EF ]G = 0since EF only has cells of orbit type G=H and ~EF is H-contractible for such H.Therefore the canonical G-map E �! E ^ ~EF induces an isomorphism[E ^ ~EF ; E 0 ^ ~EF ]G �= [E;E 0 ^ ~EF ]G:(6.5)In the case of F [N ], E �! E ^ ~EF [N ] is an equivalence if and only if E isconcentrated overN , in the sense that E isH-contractible ifH does not containN .Maps into such G-spectra determine and are determined by the J -maps obtainedby passage to �N -�xed point spectra. In fact, the stable category of J -spectra isequivalent to the full subcategory of the stable category of G-spectra consisting ofthe G-spectra concentrated over N .Theorem 6.6. For J -spectra D 2 JSUN and G-spectra E 2 GS U concen-trated over N , there is a natural isomorphism[D;EN ]J �= [i�D ^ ~EF [N ]; E]G:For J -spectra D and D0, the functor i�(�)^ ~EF [N ] induces a natural isomorphism[D;D0]J �= [i�D ^ ~EF [N ]; i�D ^ ~EF [N ]]G:For general G-spectra E and E 0, the functor �N (�) induces a natural isomorphism[�NE;�NE 0]J �= [E;E 0 ^ ~EF [N ]]G:Proof. The �rst isomorphism is a consequence of (5.1) and (6.5). The othertwo isomorphisms follow once one shows that the unitD �! (i�D ^ ~EF [N ])N = �N(i�D)and counit (i�EN) ^ ~EF [N ] �! Eof the adjunction are equivalences. One proves this by use of a spacewise N -�xedpoint functor, also denoted �N , fromG-prespectra to J -prespectra. This functor is



206 XVI. SPECTRA AND G-SPECTRA; CHANGE OF GROUPS; DUALITYde�ned exactly as was the spacewise G-�xed point functor in Section 3. It satis�es�N (i�D) = D, and it commutes with smash products. The following generalizationof Theorem 3.4, which shows that the prespectrum level functor �N induces afunctor equivalent to �N on the spectrum level, leads to the conclusion.Theorem 6.7. For �-co�brant G-prespectra D, there is a natural weak equiv-alence of J -spectra �NLD �! L�ND:For G-CW spectra E, there is a natural weak equivalence of J -spectra�NE �! L�NK�`E:As an illuminating example of the use of RO(G)-grading to allow calculationaldescriptions invisible to the Z-graded part of a theory, we record how to computethe cohomology theory represented by �N (E) in terms of the cohomology theoryrepresented by E. This uses the Euler classes of representations, which appearubiquitously in equivariant theory. For a representation V , we de�ne e(V ) 2EVG (S0) to be the image of 1 2 E0G(S0) �= EVG (SV ) under e�, where e : S0 �! SVsends the basepoint to the point at 1 and the non-basepoint to 0.Proposition 6.8. Let E be a ring G-spectrum. For a �nite J -CW spectrumX, (�NE)�J(X) is the localization of E�G(X) obtained by inverting the Euler classesof all representations V such that V N = f0g.Proof. By (6.3), �N (E) inherits a ring structure from E. In interpreting thegrading, we regard representations of J as representations of G by pullback. Acheck of �xed points, using the co�brations S(V ) �! B(V ) �! SV , shows that weobtain a model for ~EF [N ] by taking the colimit of the spaces SV as V ranges overthe representations of G such that V N �= f0g. This leads to a colimit descriptionof (�NE)�J(X) that coincides algebraically with the cited localization.With motivation from the last few results, the unfortunate alternative notationEJ = �N(EG) was used in [LMS] and elsewhere. This is a red herring from thepoint of view of Theorem 5.6, and it is ambiguous on two accounts. First, theJ -spectrum �N (EG) depends vitally on the extension J = G=N and not just onthe group J . Second, in classical examples, the spectrum \EJ" will generally notagree with the preassigned spectrum with the same notation. For example, thesubquotient J -spectrum \KJ" associated to the K-theory G-spectrum KG is notthe K-theory J -spectrum KJ . However, if SG is the sphere G-spectrum, then the



7. SPANIER-WHITEHEAD DUALITY 207subquotient J -spectrum SJ is the sphere J -spectrum. We shall see that this easyfact plays a key conceptual role in Carlsson's proof of the Segal conjecture.[LMS, IIx9] 7. Spanier-Whitehead dualityWe can develop abstract duality theory in any symmetric monoidal category,such as �hGS for our �xed complete G-universe U . While the elegant approach isto start from the abstract context, we shall specialize to �hGS from the start sincewe wish to emphasize equivariant phenomena. De�ne the dual of a G-spectrumX to be DX = F (X;S). There is a natural map� : F (X;Y ) ^ Z �! F (X;Y ^ Z):(7.1)Using the unit isomorphism, it specializes to� : (DX) ^X �! F (X;X):(7.2)The adjoint of the unit isomorphism S ^X �! X gives a natural map � : S �!F (X;X). We say that X is \strongly dualizable" if there is a coevaluation map� : S �! X ^ (DX) such that the following diagram commutes, where  is thecommutativity isomorphism. S //���� X ^ (DX)�� F (X;X) (DX) ^Xo o �(7.3)It is a categorical implication of the de�nition that the map � of (7.1) is anisomorphism if either X or Z is strongly dualizable, and there are various othersuch formal consequences, such as X �= DD(X) when X is strongly dualizable. Inparticular, if X is strongly dualizable, then the map � of (3.2) is an isomorphism.Conversely, if the map � of (7.2) is an isomorphism, then X is strongly dualizablesince the coevaluation map � can and must be de�ned to be the composite ��1�in (7.3). Note that we have an evaluation map " : DX ^X �! S for any X.Theorem 7.4. A G-CW spectrum is strongly dualizable if and only if it isequivalent to a wedge summand of a �nite G-CW spectrum.Proof. The evaluation map of X induces a natural map(�) "# : [Y;Z ^DX]G �! [Y ^X;Z]G



208 XVI. SPECTRA AND G-SPECTRA; CHANGE OF GROUPS; DUALITYvia "#(f) = (Id^")(f ^ Id), and X is strongly dualizable if and only if "# isan isomorphism for all Y and Z. The Wirthm�uller isomorphism implies thatD(�1G=H+) is equivalent to GnH S�L(H), and diagram chases show that it alsoimplies that "# is an isomorphism. Actually, this duality on orbits is the heart ofthe Wirthm�uller isomorphism, and we shall explain it in direct geometric terms inthe next section. If X is strongly dualizable, then so is �X. The co�ber of a mapbetween strongly dualizable G-spectra is strongly dualizable since both sides of (*)turn co�brations in X into long exact sequences. By induction on the number ofcells, a �nite G-CW spectrum is strongly dualizable, and it is formal that a wedgesummand of a strongly dualizable G-spectrum is strongly dualizable. For theconverse, which was conjectured in [LMS] and proven by Greenlees (unpublished),let X be a strongly dualizable G-CW spectrum with coevaluation map �. Then �factors through A^DX for some �nite subcomplex A of X, the following diagramcommutes, and its bottom composite is the identity:A ^ (DX) ^X //Id^"�� A ^ S �= A��X �= S ^X //�^Id 66mmmmmmmmmmmmm X ^ (DX) ^X //Id^" X ^ S �= X:Therefore X is a retract up to homotopy and thus a wedge summand up to ho-motopy of A.In contrast to the nonequivariant case, wedge summands of �nite G-CW spectraneed not be equivalent to �nite G-CW spectra.Corollary 7.5 (Spanier-Whitehead duality). If X is a wedge summandof a �nite G-CW spectrum and E is any G-spectrum, then� : DX ^ E �! F (X;E)is an isomorphism in �hGS . Therefore, for any representation �,EG� (DX) �= E��G (X):So far, we have concentrated on the naturally given dual DX. However, it isimportant to identify the homotopy types of duals concretely, as we did in the caseof orbits. There are a number of equivalent criteria. The most basic one goes asfollows. Suppose given G-spectra X and Y and maps" : Y ^X �! S and � : S �! X ^ Y



8. V -DUALITY OF G-SPACES AND ATIYAH DUALITY 209such that the compositesX �= S ^X //�^Id X ^ Y ^X //Id^" X ^X �= Xand Y �= Y ^ S //Id^� Y ^X ^ Y //"^Id Y ^ S �= Yare the respective identity maps. Then the adjoint ~" : Y �! DX of " is anequivalence and X is strongly dualizable with coevaluation map (Id^~")�. It isimportant to note that the maps � and " that display the duality are not unique| much of the literature on duality is quite sloppy.This criterion admits a homological interpretation, but we will not go into thathere. It entails a reinterpretation in terms of the slant products relating homol-ogy and cohomology that we de�ned in XIIIx5, and it works in the same wayequivariantly as nonequivariantly.[LMS, IIIxx1-3] 8. V -duality of G-spaces and Atiyah dualityThere is a concrete space level version of the duality criterion just given. Todescribe it, let X and Y be G-spaces and let V be a representation of G. Supposegiven G-maps " : Y ^X �! SV and � : SV �! X ^ Ysuch that the following diagrams are stably homotopy commutative, where � :SV �! SV is the sign map, �(v) = �v, and the  are transpositions.SV ^X //�^Id '' OOOOOOOOOOO X ^ Y ^X�� Id^" and Y ^ SV //Id^��� Y ^X ^ Y�� "^IdX ^ SV SV ^ Y //�^Id SV ^ Y:On application of the functor �1V , we �nd that �1X and �1V Y are stronglydualizable and dual to one another by our spectrum level criterion.For reasonable X and Y , say �nite G-CW complexes, or, more generally, com-pact G-ENR's (ENR = Euclidean neighborhood retract), we can use the spacelevel equivariant suspension and Whitehead theorems to prove that a pair of G-maps ("; �) displays a V -duality between X and Y , as above, if and only if the�xed point pair ("H; �H) displays an n(H)-duality between XH and Y H for eachH � G, where n(H) = dim(V H).



210 XVI. SPECTRA AND G-SPECTRA; CHANGE OF GROUPS; DUALITYIf X is a compact G-ENR, then X embeds as a retract of an open set of aG-representation V . One can use elementary space level methods to construct anexplicit V -duality betweenX+ and the unreduced mapping cone V [C(V �X). Fora G-co�bration A �! X, there is a relative version that constructs a V -dualitybetween X [ CA and (V � A) [ C(V � X). The argument specializes to givean equivariant version of the Atiyah duality theorem, via precise duality maps.Recall that the Thom complex of a vector bundle is obtained by �berwise one-point compacti�cation followed by identi�cation of the points at in�nity. Whenthe base space is compact, this is just the one-point compacti�cation of the totalspace.Theorem 8.1 (Atiyah duality). If M is a smooth closed G-manifold em-bedded in a representation V with normal bundle �, then M+ is V -dual to theThom complex T�. If M is a smooth compact G-manifold with boundary @M ,V = V 0 �R, and (M;@M) is properly embedded in (V 0 � [0;1); V 0 � f0g) withnormal bundles � 0 of @M in V 0 and � of M in V , then M=@M is V -dual to T�,M+ is V -dual to T�=T� 0, and the co�bration sequenceT� 0 �! T� �! T�=T� 0 �! �T� 0is V -dual to the co�bration sequence�(@M)+  �M=@M  �M+  � (@M)+:We display the duality maps explicitly in the closed case. By the equivarianttubular neighborhood theorem, we may extend the embedding of M in V to anembedding of the normal bundle � and apply the Pontrjagin-Thom constructionto obtain a map t : SV �! T�. The diagonal map of the total space of � inducesthe Thom diagonal � : T� �!M+ ^ T�. The map � is just � � t. The map " isequally explicit but a bit more complicated to describe. Let s : M �! � be thezero section. The composite of � :M �!M �M and s� Id :M �M �! ��Mis an embedding with trivial normal bundle. The Pontrjagin-Thom constructiongives a map t : T� ^M+ �!M+ ^SV . Let � :M+ �! S0 collapse all ofM to thenon-basepoint. The map " is just (� ^ Id) � t. This explicit construction impliesthat the maps � :M+ �! S0 and t : SV �! T� are dual to one another.Let us specialize this discussion to orbits G=H (compare IX.3.4). Recall thatL = L(H) is the tangent H-representation at the identity coset of G=H. We have� = G �H L(H) and T� = G+ ^H SL(H):



9. POINCAR�E DUALITY 211If G=H is embedded in V with normal bundle �, then � � � is the trivial bundleG=H � V . Let W be the orthogonal complement to L(H) in the �ber over theidentity coset, so that V = L �W as an H-space. Since G=H+ is V -dual to T�,�1G=H+ is dual to �1V T�. Since SW ^ S�V ' S�L as H-spectra, we �nd that�1V T� ' GnH S�L.[LMS, IIIxx3-5] 9. Poincar�e dualityReturning to general smooth G-manifolds, we can deduce an equivariant versionof the Poincar�e duality theorem by combining Spanier-Whitehead duality, Atiyahduality, and the Thom isomorphism.Definition 9.1. Let E be a ring G-spectrum and let � be an n-plane G-bundleover a G-space X. An E-orientation of � is an element � 2 E�G(T�) for some� 2 RO(G) of virtual dimension n such that, for each inclusion i : G=H �! X,the restriction of � to the Thom complex of the pullback i�� is a generator of thefree E�H(S0)-module E�G(T i��).Here i�� has the form G �H W for some representation W of H and T i�� =G+ ^ SW has cohomology E�G(T i��) �= E�H(SW ) �= E��wH (S0). Thus the de�nitionmakes sense, but it is limited in scope. If X is G-connected, then there is anobvious preferred choice for �, namely the �ber representation V at any �xedpoint of X: each W will then be isomorphic to V regarded as a representation ofH. In general, however, there is no preferred choice for � and the existence of anorientation implies restrictions on the coe�cients E�H(S0): there must be units indegree ��w 2 RO(H). If � 6= w, this forces a certain amount of periodicity in thetheory. There is a great deal of further work, largely unpublished, by Costenoble,Waner, Kriz, and myself in the area of orientation theory and Poincar�e duality,but the full story is not yet in place. Where it applies, the present de�nition doeshave the expected consequences.Theorem 9.2 (Thom isomorphism). Let � 2 E�G(T�) be an orientation ofthe G-vector bundle � over X. Then[� : E�G(X+) �! E�+�G (T�)is an isomorphism for all �.



212 XVI. SPECTRA AND G-SPECTRA; CHANGE OF GROUPS; DUALITYThere is also a relative version. Specializing to oriented manifolds, we obtainthe Poincar�e duality theorem as an immediate consequence. Observe �rst that,for bundles � and � over X, the diagonal map of X induces a canonical mapT (� � �) �! T (� � �) �= T� ^ T�:There results a pairing(�) E�G(T�)
E�G(T�) �! E�+�G (T (� � �)):We say that a smooth compact G-manifold M is E-oriented if its tangent bundle� is oriented, say via � 2 E�G(T� ). In view of our discussion above, this makesmost sense when M is a V -manifold and we take � to be V . If M has boundary,the smooth boundary collar theorem shows that the normal bundle of @M in Mis trivial, and we deduce that an orientation of M determines an orientation @�of @M in degree �� 1 such that, under the pairing (*), the product of @� and thecanonical orientation � 2 E1G(�(@M)+) of the normal bundle is the restriction of �to T (� j@M). Similarly, if M is embedded in V , then � determines an orientation! of the normal bundle � such that the product of � and ! is the canonicalorientation of the trivial bundle in EvG(�VM+).Definition 9.3 (Poincar�e duality). IfM is a closed E-oriented smooth G-manifold with orientation � 2 E�G(T� ), then the compositeD : E�G(M+) �! EV��+�G (T�) �! EG���(M)of the Thom and Spanier-Whitehead duality isomorphisms is the Poincar�e dualityisomorphism; the element [M ] = D(1) in EG� (M) is called the fundamental classassociated to the orientation. If M is a compact E-oriented smooth G-manifoldwith boundary, then the analogous compositesD : E�G(M+) �! EV��+�G (T�) �! EG���(M;@M)and D : E�G(M;@M) �! EV��+�G (T�; T (�j@M)) �! EG���(M)are called the relative Poincar�e duality isomorphisms. With the Poincar�e dualityisomorphism for @M , they specify an isomorphism from the cohomology long exactsequence to the homology long exact sequence of (M;@M). Here the element[M ] = D(1) in EG� (M;@M) is called the fundamental class associated to theorientation.



9. POINCAR�E DUALITY 213One can check that these isomorphisms are given by capping with the funda-mental class, as one would expect.S. R. Costenoble, J. P. May, and S. Waner. Equivariant orientation theory. Preprint.S. R. Costenoble and S. Waner. Equivariant Poincar�e duality. Michigan Math. J. 39(1992).[LMS, IIIx6]
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CHAPTER XVIIThe Burnside ringThe basic references are tomDieck and [LMS]; some speci�c citations will be given.[tD] T. tom Dieck. Transformation groups and representation theory. Springer Lecture Notes inMathematics. Vol. 766. 1979.1. Generalized Euler characteristics and transfer mapsThere are general categorical notions of Euler characteristic and trace mapsthat encompass a variety of phenomena in both algebra and topology. We againspecialize directly to the stable category �hGS . Let X be a strongly dualizableG-spectrum with coevaluation map � : S �! X ^ DX and de�ne the \Eulercharacteristic" �(X) to be the composite�(X) : S //� X ^DX // DX ^X //" S:(1.1)For a G-space X, we write �(X) = �(�1X+); for a based G-space X, we write~�(X) = �(�1X). We shall shortly de�ne the Burnside ring A(G) in terms of theseEuler characteristics, and we shall see that it is isomorphic to �G0 (S), the zerothstable homotopy group of G-spheres. Thus, via the unit isomorphism S ^E ' E,A(G) acts on allG-spectra E and thus on all homotopy, homology, and cohomologygroups of all G-spectra. Its algebraic analysis is central to a variety of calculationsin equivariant stable homotopy theory.Before getting to this, we give a closely related conceptual version of transfermaps. Assume given a diagonal map � : X �! X ^X. We are thinking of X as�1F+ for, say, a compact G-ENR F . We de�ne the \transfer map" � = � (X) :215



216 XVII. THE BURNSIDE RINGS �! X to be the following composite:� : S //� X ^DX // DX ^X //Id^� DX ^X ^X //"^Id S ^X ' X:(1.2)We shall later call these \pretransfer maps". When applied �berwise in a suit-able fashion, they will give rise to the transfer maps of bundles, which providea crucial calculational device in both nonequivariant and equivariant cohomologytheory.These simple conceptual de�nitions lead to easy proofs of the basic properties ofthese fundamentally important maps. For example, to specify the relation betweenthem, assume given a map � = �(X) : X �! S such that (Id^�)�� : X �! X^Sis the unit isomophism. We are thinking of �1�, where � : F+ �! S0 is the evidentcollapse map. In the bundle context, the following immediate consequence of thede�nitions will determine the behavior of the composite of projection and transfer.The composite �(X) � � (X) : S �! S is equal to �(X):(1.3)There are many other obvious properties with useful consequences.Before getting to more of these, we assure the reader that ifM is a smooth closedG-manifold embedded in a representation V , then application of the functor �1Vto the explicit geometric transfer map� (M) : SV �! �VM+constructed in IX.3.1 does in fact give the same map as the transfer � : S �!S ^M+ of (1.2). By (1.3), it follows that the Euler characteristic �(M) above isobtained by applying �1V to the Euler characteristic �(M) : SV �! SV of IX.3.2.One way to see this is to work out the description of the transfer map � of (1.2) inthe homotopical context of duality for G-ENR's and then specialize to manifoldsas in XVIx8.We shall return later to transfer maps, but we restrict attention to Euler char-acteristics here. We note �rst that, via a little Lie group theory, (1.5) leads to acalculation of the nonequivariant Euler characteristics �((G=H)K) for subgroupsH and K. The key point is that, since L(H)H is the tangent space at the identityelement of WH, WH is in�nite if and only if L(H) contains a trivial representa-tion, in which case e : S0 �! SL(H) is null homotopic as an H-map.Lemma 1.4. If WH is in�nite, then �(G=H) = 0 and �((G=H)K) = 0 for allK. If WH is �nite and G=H embeds in V , then the degree of fK : SV K �! SVKis the cardinality of the �nite set (G=H)K for each K such that WK is �nite.



1. GENERALIZED EULER CHARACTERISTICS AND TRANSFER MAPS 217This gains force from the next few results, which show how to compute �(X)in terms of the �(G=H) for any strongly dualizable X.Lemma 1.5. Let X and Y be strongly dualizable G-spectra.(i) �(X) = �(Y ) if X is G-equivalent to Y .(ii) �(�) is the trivial map and �(S) is the identity map.(iii) �(X _ Y ) = �(X) + �(Y ) and �(X ^ Y ) = �(X)�(Y ).(iv) �(�nX) = (�1)n�(X).A direct co�bration sequence argument from the de�nition of �(X) gives thefollowing much more substantial additivity relation.Theorem 1.6. For a G-map f : X �! Y , �(Cf) = �(Y )� �(X).By induction on the number of cells, this gives the promised calculation of �(X)in terms of the �(G=H).Theorem 1.7. Let X be a �nite G-CW spectrum, and let �(H;n) be the num-ber of n-cells of orbit type G=H in X. Then�(X) =Xn X(H)(�1)n�(H;n)�(G=H):Taking G to be the trivial group, we see from this formula that the Eulercharacteristic de�ned by (1.1) specializes to the classical nonequivariant Eulercharacteristic. The formula is written in terms of a chosen cell decomposition. Onthe space level, there is a canonical formula for �(X) for any compact G-ENR X,namely �(X) =X(H)�(X(H)=G)�(G=H):(1.8)Here X(H) = fxj(Gx) = (H)g and �(X(H)=G) is the sum of the \internal Eulercharacteristics" �(M) = �( �M) � �(@M) of the path components M of X(H); �Mis the closure of M in X=G and @M = �M �M .De�ne a homomorphism dH : �G0 (S) �!Zby lettingdH(x) = deg(fH ); where f : SV �! SV represents x:(1.9)In view of XVI.6.2, �HS is a nonequivariant sphere spectrum, and we can writethis more conceptually as dH(x) = deg(�H(x)):(1.10)



218 XVII. THE BURNSIDE RINGFor a compact G-ENR X, we can deduce from (1.10) and standard properties ofnonequivariant Euler characteristics thatdH(�(X)) = �(XH):(1.11)Similarly, for a �nite G-CW spectrum X, we can deduce thatdH(�(X)) = �(�HX):(1.12)Note that nothing like this can be true for the genuine �xed points of G-spectra:XH is virtually never a �nite CW-spectrum.Formula (1.11) shows how the equivariant Euler characteristics of compact G-ENR's determine the nonequivariant Euler characteristics of their �xed pointspaces. Conversely, by the following obstruction theoretic observation, the equiv-ariant Euler characteristic is determined by nonequivariant Euler characteristicson �xed point spaces.Proposition 1.13. Let V be a complex representation of G and let f and f 0be G-maps SV �! SV . Then f ' f 0 if and only if deg(fH) = deg(f 0H) for all Hsuch that WH is �nite. Therefore, for compact G-ENR's X and Y , �(X) = �(Y )if and only if �(XH) = �(Y H) for all such H.The integers �(XH) as H varies are restricted by congruences. For example, fora �nite p-group, we saw in our study of Smith theory that �(XG) � �(X) mod p.More general congruences can be derived by use of the Bott isomorphism in equiv-ariant K-theory.Proposition 1.14. Let V be a complex representation of G and let f be aG-map SV �! SV . If WH is �nite, thenX[NH : NH \NK]�(K=H)deg(fK ) � 0 mod jWHj;where the sum runs over the H-conjugacy classes of groups K such that H � K �NH and K=H is cyclic and where �(K=H) is the number of generators of K=H.Therefore, for a compact G-ENR X,X[NH : NH \ NK]�(K=H)�(XK) � 0 mod jWHj:Observe that this is really a result about the WH-maps fH and is thus a resultabout �nite group actions.[tD, 5.1{5.4][LMS, IIIxx7-8 and Vx1]



2. THE BURNSIDE RING A(G) AND THE ZERO STEM �G0 (S) 2192. The Burnside ring A(G) and the zero stem �G0 (S)For a �nite group G, the Burnside ring A(G) is the Grothendieck ring associatedto the set of isomorphism classes of �nite G-sets, with sum and product given bythe disjoint union and Cartesian product ofG-sets. There are ring homomorphisms�H : A(G) �!Zthat send a �nite G-set S to the cardinality of SH. The productover conjugacy classes (H) gives a monomorphism � : A(G) �! C(G), whereC(G) is the product of a copy of Zfor each (H). The image of � is precisely thesubring of tuples (nH) of integers that satisfy the congruencesX[NH : NH \ NK]�(K=H)nK � 0 mod jWHj:It is an insight of Segal that A(G) is isomorphic to �G0 (S).The generalization of this insight to compact Lie groups is due to tom Dieck.We de�ne A(G) to be the set of equivalence classes of compact G-ENR's underthe equivalence relation X � Y if �(X) = �(Y ) in �G0 (S). Disjoint union andCartesian product give a sum and product that make A(G) into a ring; Cartesianproduct with a compact ENR K with trivial action and �(K) = �1 gives additiveinverses. We can de�ne A(G) equally well in terms of �nite G-CW complexes or�nite G-CW spectra. However de�ned, the results of the previous section implythat, additively, A(G) is the free Abelian group with a basis element [G=H] foreach conjugacy class (H) such thatWH is �nite. It is immediate that taking Eulercharacteristics speci�es a monomorphism of rings � : A(G) �! �G0 (S). We de�ne�H = dH � � : A(G) �!Z:Then, by (1.11), �H([X]) = �(XH) for a compact G-ENR X.To de�ne the appropriate version of C(G) for compact Lie groups G we needa little topological algebra. We let CG be the set of closed subgroups of G andFG be the subset of those H such that WH is �nite. Let �G and �G be thesets of conjugacy classes of subgroups in CG and FG, respectively. The set �Gis countable. The set �G is �nite if and only if WT acts trivially on the maximaltorus T . The set of orders of the �nite groups jWG=W0Gj has a �nite bound.There is a Hausdor� metric on CG that measures the distance between sub-groups, and FG is a closed subspace of CG. The conjugation action of G iscontinuous. With the orbit space topology, �G and �G are totally disconnectedcompact metric spaces. Recall that \totally disconnected" means that every sin-gleton set fxg is a component: the non-empty connected subspaces are points. Itfollows that �G has a neighborhood basis consisting of open and closed subsetsS. Such a set is speci�ed by a characteristic map � : �G �! S0 that send points



220 XVII. THE BURNSIDE RINGin S to 1 and points not in S to �1. The proofs of many statements about A(G)combine use of characteristic functions with compactness arguments.Give Zthe discrete topology and de�ne C(G) to be the ring of continuous (=locally constant) functions �G �! Z. Since �G is compact, such a functiontakes �nitely many values. The degree function d(f) : �G �! Z speci�ed byd(f)(H) = deg(fH) for a G-map f : SV �! SV is continuous, hence there results aring homomorphism d : �G0 (S) �! C(G), and we de�ne � = d� : A(G) �! C(G).Thus we have the following commutative diagram of rings:A(G) ##� HHHHHHHHH //� �G0 (S)zz duuuuuuuuuC(G):Theorem 2.1. The homomorphism � is an isomorphism. The homomorphisms� and d are monomorphisms. For H 2 �G, there is a unique element H 2 C(G)such that jWHjH = �([G=H]), and C(G) is the free Abelian group generated bythese elements H . A map � : �G �! Z is in the image of � if and only if, foreach H 2 �G, X[NH : NH \NK]�(K=H)�K � 0 mod jWHj:Moreover, there is an integer q such that q(C(G)=A(G)) = 0, and q = jGj if G is�nite.The index of summation is that speci�ed in Proposition 1.14, which shows thatonly maps � that satisfy the congruences can be in the image of �. We knowby Proposition 1.13 that d and therefore � is a monomorphism. It is not hardto prove the rest by inductive integrality arguments starting from rational linearcombinations, provided that one knows a priori that the rationalization of � is anisomorphism; we shall say something about why this is true shortly.[tD, 5.5-5.6][LMS, Vx2] 3. Prime ideals of the Burnside ringCalculational understanding of the equivariant stable category depends on un-derstanding of the algebraic properties of A(G). For example, suppose given anidempotent e 2 A(G). Then eA(G) is the localization of A(G) at the ideal gen-erated by e. For a G-spectrum X, de�ne eX to be the telescope of iterates of



3. PRIME IDEALS OF THE BURNSIDE RING 221e : X �! X. Then ��(eX) = e��(X):Visibly, the canonical map X �! eX _ (1 � e)X induces an isomorphism ofhomotopy groups and is thus an equivalence. Therefore splittings of A(G) interms of sums of orthogonal idempotents determine splittings of the entire stablecategory �hGS .The �rst thing to say about A(G) is that it is Noetherian if and only if the set�G is �nite. For this reason, A(G) is a much less familiar kind of ring for generalcompact Lie groups than it is for �nite groups.To understand the structure of any commutative ring A, one must understandits spectrum Spec(A) of prime ideals. In the case of A(G), it is clear that everyprime ideal pulls back from a prime ideal of C(G). We de�neq(H; p) = f�j�H(�) � 0 mod pg;(3.1)where p is a prime or p = 0. Although these are de�ned for all H, they are redun-dant when WH is in�nite. There are further redundancies. We shall be preciseabout this since the basic sources | [tD] and [LMS] | require supplementationfrom a later note by Bauer and myself. The only proper inclusions of prime idealsare of the form q(H; 0) � q(H; p), hence A(G) has Krull dimension one. For agiven prime ideal q, we wish to describe fHjq = q(H; p)g. This is easy if p = 0.Proposition 3.2. Let q = q(H; 0) for a subgroup H of G.(i) If H C J and J=T is a torus, then q = q(J; 0).(ii) There is a unique conjugacy class (K) in �G such that q = q(K; 0); up toconjugation, H C K and K=H is a torus.(iii) If H 2 �G and J 2 �G, then q(H; 0) = q(J; 0) if and only if (H) = (J).Fix a prime p. We say that a group G is \p-perfect" if it has no non-trivialquotient p-groups. For H � G, let H 0p be the maximal p-perfect subgroup of H;explicitly, H 0p is the inverse image in H of the maximal p-perfect subgroup of the�nite group H=H0. Then de�ne Hp � NH 0p to be the inverse image of a maximaltorus in WH 0p; Hp is again p-perfect, but now WHp is �nite. This last fact iscrucial; it will lead to some interesting new results further on.Theorem 3.3. Let q = q(H; p) for a subgroup H of G and a prime p.(i) If H C J and J=T is an extension of a torus by a �nite p-group, thenq = q(J; p); if H 2 �G and jWHj � 0 mod p, then there exists J 2 �Gsuch that H C J and J=H is a �nite p-group.



222 XVII. THE BURNSIDE RING(ii) There is a unique conjugacy class (K) in �G such that q = q(K; p) andjWKj is prime to p; if H 2 �G and H is p-perfect, then, up to conjugation,H C K and K=H is a �nite p-group.(iii) Kp = K 0p, and Kp is the unique normal p-perfect subgroup of K whosequotient is a �nite p-group.(iv) Kp is maximal in fJ jq(J; p) = q and J is p� perfectg, and this propertycharacterizes Kp up to conjugacy.(v) (Hp) = (Kp), hence q(H; p) = q(J; p) if and only if (Hp) = (Jp).(vi) If H � Kp and H is p-perfect, then HT = Kp, where T is the identitycomponent of the center of Kp.It is natural to let Hp denote the subgroup K of part (ii). If G is �nite, we con-clude that q(J; p) = q if and only if (Hp) � (J) � (Hp). For general compact Liegroups, the situation is more complicated and the following seemingly innocuous,but non-trivial, corollary of the theorem was left as an open question in [LMS].Corollary 3.4. If H � J � K and q(H; p) = q(K; p), then q(J; p) = q(K; p).S. Bauer and J. P. May. Maximal ideals in the Burnside ring of a compact Lie group. Proc.Amer. Math. Soc. 102(1988), 684-686.[tD, 5.7][LMS, Vx3] 4. Idempotent elements of the Burnside ringOne reason that understanding the prime ideal spectrum of a commutativering A is so important is the close relationship that it bears to idempotents. Adecomposition of the identity element of A as a sum of othogonal idempotentsdetermines and is determined by a partition of Spec(A) as a disjoint union ofnon-empty open subsets. In particular, Spec(A) is connected if and only if 0and 1 are the only idempotents of A. This motivates us to compute the set� Spec(A(G)) of components of A(G); we topologize this set as a quotient spaceof Spec(A(G)). However, there is a key subtlety here that was missed in [LMS]:while the components of any space are closed, they need not be open (unless thespace is locally connected). In particular, since � Spec(A(G)) is not discrete, thecomponents of Spec(A(G)) need not be open, and they therefore do not determineidempotents in general.A compact Lie group G is perfect if it is equal to the closure of its commutatorsubgroup. It is solvable if it is an extension of a torus by a �nite solvable group.Let PG denote the subspace of CG consisting of the perfect subgroups and let



4. IDEMPOTENT ELEMENTS OF THE BURNSIDE RING 223�G be its orbit space of conjugacy classes; �G is countable, but it is usually not�nite unless G is �nite.Any compact Lie group G has a minimal normal subgroup Ga such that G=Gais solvable, and Ga is perfect. Passage from G to Ga is a continuous functionCG �! CG,PG is a closed subspace of CG, and �G is a closed subspace of �Gand is thus a totally disconnected compact metric space. There is a �nite normalsequence connecting Ga to G each of whose subquotients is either a torus or acyclic group of prime order. Via the results above, this implies that, for a givenH, all prime ideals q(H; p) are in the same component of Spec(A(G)) as Ha. Thisleads to the following result.Proposition 4.1. De�ne � : �G �! � Spec(A(G)) by letting �(L) be thecomponent that contains q(L; 0). Then � is a homeomorphism.In particular, G is solvable if and only if A(G) contains no non-trivial idempo-tents. For example, the Feit-Thompson theorem that an odd order �nite group Gis solvable is equivalent to the statement that A(G) has no non-trivial idempotents.(Several people have tried to use this fact as the starting point of a topologicalproof of the Feit-Thompson theorem, but without success.)A key point in the proof, and in the proofs of the rest of the results of thissection, is that, for a subring R of Q, the functionq : �G � Spec(R) �! Spec(A(G)
R)is a continuous closed surjection. This is deduced from the fact thatq : �G � Spec(R) �! Spec(C(G)
R)is a homeomorphism. In turn, the latter holds by an argument that depends solelyon the fact that �G is a totally disconnected compact Hausdor� space.If L is a perfect subgroup of G that is not a limit of perfect subgroups, thenthe component of �(L) in Spec(A(G) is open and L determines an idempotent eLin A(G). Even when G is �nite, it is non-trivial to write eL in the standard basisf[G=H]j(H) 2 �Gg, and such a formula has not yet been worked out for generalcompact Lie groups. Nevertheless one can prove the following theorem. Observethat the trivial subgroup of G is perfect; we here denote it by 1.Theorem 4.2. Let L be a perfect subgroup of G that is not a limit of perfectsubgroups. Then there is an idempotent eL = eGL in A(G) that is characterized by�H(eL) = 1 if (Ha) = (L) and �H(eL) = 0 if (Ha) 6= (L):



224 XVII. THE BURNSIDE RINGRestriction from G to NL and passage to L-�xed points induce ring isomorphismseGLA(G) �! eNLL A(NL) �! eWL1 A(WL):[tD, 5.11][LMS, Vx4] 5. Localizations of the Burnside ringLet A(G)p denote the localization of A(G) at a prime p and let A(G)0 denotethe rationalization of A(G). We shall describe these localizations and the local-izations of A(G) at its prime ideals q(H; p). We shall also explain the analysis ofidempotents in A(G)p, which is parallel to the analysis of idempotents in A(G)just given but, in the full generality of compact Lie groups, is less well understood.We begin with A(G)0. Let ZH denote Zregarded as an A(G)-module via �H :A(G) �!Z.Proposition 5.1. Let (H) 2 �G.(i) The localization of A(G) at q(H; 0) is the canonical homomorphismA(G) �! (A(G)=q(H; 0))0 �= Q:(ii) �H : A(G) �!ZH induces an isomorphism of localizations at q(H; 0).(iii) � : A(G) �! C(G) induces an isomorphism of rationalizations.Corollary 5.2. Rationalization A(G) �! A(G)0 �= C(G)0 is the inclusion ofA(G) in its total quotient ring, and � : A(G) �! C(G) is the inclusion of A(G)in its integral closure in C(G)0.Here (i) makes essential use of the compactness of �G, and (i) implies (ii). Toprove (iii) | which we needed to prove Theorem 2.1 | we can now exploit the factthat a map of rings is an isomorphism if it induces a homeomorphism on passageto Spec and an isomorphism upon localization at corresponding prime ideals. If Gis �nite, then A(G)0 is just a �nite product of copies of Q. For general compact Liegroups G, A(G)0 is a type of ring unfamiliar to topologists but familiar in otherbranches of mathematics under the name of an \absolutely at" or \von Neumannregular" ring. One characterization of such a commutative ring is that all of itsmodules are at; another, obviously satis�ed by A(G)0, is that the localizationof A at any maximal ideal P is A=P . For any such ring A, Spec(A) is a totallydisconnected compact Hausdor� space, and an ideal is �nitely generated if andonly if it is generated by a single idempotent element.Proposition 5.3. Let p be a prime and let (H) 2 �G.



5. LOCALIZATIONS OF THE BURNSIDE RING 225(i) The localization of A(G) at q(H; p) is the canonical homomorphismA(G) �! (A(G)=I(H; p))p;here I(H; p) = \q(J; 0), where the intersection runs over�(G;H; p) � f(J)j(J) 2 �G and q(J; p) = q(H; p)g:(ii) The ring homomorphismY �J : A(G) �!YZJis a monomorphism, where the product runs over (J) 2 �(G;H; p).The following statement only appears in the literature for �nite groups. Thegeneral case relies on the full strength of Theorem 3.3, and the line of proof is thesame as that of Theorem 3.6. The essential point is the analog of Proposition 3.5,and the essential point for this is the following assertion, which is trivially true for�nite groups but has not yet been investigated for general compact Lie groups.Conjecture 5.4. The function CG �! CG that sends H to Hp is continuous.Theorem 5.5. Let L be a p-perfect subgroup of G that is maximal in the setof p-perfect subgroups H such that q(H; p) = q(L; p) and is not a limit of suchp-perfect subgroups. If Conjecture 3.10 holds, then there is an idempotent eL = eGLin A(G)p that is characterized by�H(eL) = 1 if (Hp) = (L) and �H(eL) = 0 if (Hp) 6= (L):Restriction from G to NL and passage to L-�xed points induce ring isomorphismseGLA(G)p �! eNLL A(NL)p �! eWL1 A(WL)p:Moreover, eGLA(G)p is isomorphic to the localization of A(G) at q(L; p). If G is�nite, then A(G)p �=Y(L) eGLA(G)p:Taking L to be any group in �G that is not a limit of groups in �L and takingH0 to be H, we see that the statement is true when p = 0. Of course, in the generalcompact Lie case, A(G)p is no longer the product of the eGLA(G)p. However, itseems possible that, by suitable arguments to handle limit groups L, A(G)p canbe described sheaf theoretically in terms of these localizations. The point is thatA(G)p has the unusual property that it is isomorphic to the ring of global sectionsof its structural sheaf over its maximal ideal spectrum. (Any commutative ring Ais isomorphic to the ring of global sections of its structural sheaf over Spec(A).)



226 XVII. THE BURNSIDE RING[tD, 7.8][LMS, Vx5]6. Localization of equivariant homology and cohomologyThe results of the previous section imply algebraic decomposition and reductiontheorems for the calculation of equivariant homology and cohomology theories.We shall go into some detail since, in the compact Lie case, the results of [LMS]require clari�cation. When G is �nite, we shall obtain a natural reduction of thecomputation of homology and cohomology theories localized at a prime p to theircalculation in terms of appropriate associated theories for subquotient p-groups ofG. It is interesting that although the proof of this reduction makes heavy use ofidempotents of A(G)p, there is no reference to A(G) in the description that one�nally ends up with. We shall use this reduction in our proof of the generalizedSegal conjecture.Recall the geometric �xed point functors �H from XVIxx3, 6. In view of (1.12),it should seem natural that this and not the genuine �xed point functor on G-spectra appears in the following results.Theorem 6.1. Let L be a perfect subgroup of G that is not a limit of perfectsubgroups. For G-spectra X and Y , there are natural isomorphisms[X; eGLY ]G �! [X; eNLL Y ]NL �! [�HX; eWL1 �HY ]WL:We prefer to state the homological consequences in terms of G-spaces, but itapplies just as well to �-�xed points of G-spectra.Corollary 6.2. Let E be a G-spectrum and X be a G-space. For � 2 RO(G),let � = rGNL� 2 RO(NL) and  = �L 2 RO(WL). Then there are naturalisomorphisms eGLEG� (X) �! eNLL ENL� (X) �! eWL1 EWL (XL)and eGLE�G(X) �! eNLL E�NL(X) �! eWL1 EWL(XL);where ENL� and E�NL denote the theories that are represented by E regarded asan NL-spectrum and EWL� and E�WL denote the theories that are represented by�LE.WriteXp for the localization of a G-spectrum at a prime p. It can be constructedas the telescope of countably many iterates of p : X �! X, and its properties areas one would expect from the G-space level.



6. LOCALIZATION OF EQUIVARIANT HOMOLOGY AND COHOMOLOGY 227Theorem 6.3. Let L be a p-perfect subgroup of G that is maximal in the set ofp-perfect subgroups H of G such that q(H; p) = q(L; p) and is not a limit of suchp-perfect subgroups. If G is �nite, or if Conjecture 3.10 holds, then, for G-spectraX and Y , there are natural isomorphisms[X; eGLYp]G �! [X; eNLL Yp]NL �! [�HX; eWL1 �HYp]WL:When p = 0, the statement holds for L 2 �G if L is not a limit of groups in �G.Here �H(Yp) ' (�HY )p: We again state the homological version only for G-spaces, although it also applies to G-spectra and �-�xed points. There is a furtherisomorphism here that does not come from Theorem 4.3. We shall discuss it afterstating the corollary.Corollary 6.4. Let E be a G-spectrum and X be a G-space. With L as inTheorem 4.3, let V L be a p-Sylow subgroup of the �nite group WL. For � 2RO(G), let � = rGNL� 2 RO(NL),  = �L 2 RO(WL), and � = rWLV L  2 RO(V L).Then there are natural isomorphismseGLEG� (X)p �! eNLL ENL� (X)p �! eWL1 EWL (XL)p �! EV L� (XL)invpand, assuming that X is a �nite G-CW complex,eGLE�G(X)p �! eNLL E�NL(X)p �! eWL1 EWL(XL)p �! E�V L(XL)invp ;where ENL� and E�NL denote the theories represented by E regarded as an NL-spectrum, EWL� and E�WL denote the theories represented by �LE, and EV L� andE�V L denote the theories represented by �LE regarded as a V L-spectrum. There-fore, if G is �nite, then EG� (X)p �=Y(L)EV L� (XL)invpand, if X is a �nite G-CW complex,E�G(X)p �=Y(L)E�V L(XL)invp :When p = 0, the statement holds with V L taken as the trivial group.The ideas in XIIIx1 are needed to be precise about the grading. Of course,there is no problem of interpretation for the Z-graded part of the theories. For�nite groups, this gives the promised calculation of the localization of equivarianthomology and cohomology theories at p in terms of homology and cohomologytheories that are associated to subquotient p-groups; in the case of rationalization,a better result will be described later. For general compact Lie groups, such acalculation may follow from the fact that one can reconstruct any module over



228 XVII. THE BURNSIDE RINGA(G)p as the module of global sections of its structural sheaf over the maximalideal spectrum of A(G)p. Intuitively, the idea is that the space of maximal idealsshould carry the relevant Lie group theory; theories associated to subquotientp-groups should carry the algebraic topology.We must still explain the \inv" notation and the �nal isomorphisms that appearin the corollary. These come from a typical application of the general concept ofinduction in the context of Mackey functors. We shall say more about this later,but we prefer to explain the idea without formalism here.Let G be a �nite group with p-Sylow subgroup K. We are thinking of WLand V L. For G-spectra X and Y , we de�ne ([X;Y ]Kp )inv to be the equalizer (=di�erence kernel) of the maps[G=K+ ^X;Y ]Gp �! [G=K+ ^G=K+ ^X;Y ]Gpinduced by the two projections G=K+ ^G=K+ �! G=K+. Here we are using thenotational convention [X;Y ]G = [X;Y ]G:For a G-spectrum E, we de�ne EK� (X)invp by replacing X by sphere spectra andreplacing Y by E ^X. We de�ne E�K(X)invp by replacing X by its smash productwith sphere spectra and replacing Y by E. The �nal isomorphisms of Corollary3.4 are special cases of the following result; there we must restrict to �nite X incohomology because it is only for �niteX that localized spectra represent algebraiclocalizations of cohomology groups.Proposition 6.5. If G is a �nite group with p-Sylow subgroup K, then, forany G-spectra X and Y , the projection G=K+ ^X �! X induces an isomorphism[X;Y ]Gp �! ([X;Y ]Kp )inv:Actually, the relevant induction argument works to prove more generally thatthe analogous map [X;Y ]Gq(K;p) �! ([X;Y ]Kq(K;p))invis an isomorphism, where G is a compact Lie group and (K) 2 �G. The idea isthat we have a complex0 �! [X;Y ]G d0�! [G=K+ ^X;Y ]G d1�! [G=K+ ^G=K+ ^X;Y ]G d2�! � � �;where dn is the alternating sum of the evident projection maps. When localizedat q(K; p), this complex acquires the contracting homotopy that is speci�ed bysn = [G=K]�1� �. Here, for any X, � means� ^ Id : X �= S ^X �! (G=K)+ ^X;



6. LOCALIZATION OF EQUIVARIANT HOMOLOGY AND COHOMOLOGY 229where � : S �! (G=K)+ is the transfer map discussed in Section 1. It is immediatefrom (1.3) that the composite of � and the projection � : G=K+ �! S is the Eulercharacteristic �(G=K) : S �! S. This implies that � ��� is multiplication by[G=K]. The essential point is that [G=K] becomes a unit in A(G)q(K;p). In thecontext of the proposition, the localization of [X;Y ]K at q(K; p) is the same as itslocalization at p.[tD, Ch 7][LMS, Vx6]
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CHAPTER XVIIITransfer maps in equivariant bundle theoryThe basic reference is [LMS]; speci�c citations are given at the ends of sections.1. The transfer and a dimension-shifting variantTransfer maps provide one of the main calculational tools in equivariant stablehomotopy theory. We have given a �rst de�nition in XVIIx1. We shall here referto the \transfer map" there as a pretransfer. It will provide the map of �bersfor the transfer maps of bundles, in a sense that we now make precise. We placeourselves in the context of VIIx1, where we considered equivariant bundle theory.Thus we assume given an extension of compact Lie groups1 �! � �! � �! G �! 1:Fix a complete �-universe U and note that U� is a complete G-universe. LetY be a �-free �-spectrum indexed on U� and let B = Y=�. We are thinking ofY as �1X+ for a �-free �-space X, but it changes nothing to work with spectra.In fact, this has some advantages. For example, relative bundles can be treatedin terms of spectrum level co�bers, obviating complications that would arise if werestricted to spaces. Fix a compact �-ENR F . We could take F to be a spectrumas well, but we desist.We have the orbit spectrum E = Y ^� F+, which we think of as the total G-spectrum of a G-bundle with base G-spectrum B. Write � : E �! B for the mapinduced by the projection F+ �! S0. Since F is a compact G-ENR, we have thestable pretransfer �-map � (F ) : S0 �! F+ of XVIIx1; we have omitted notationfor the suspension �-spectrum functor, and we shall continue to do so, but it isessential to remember that � (F ) is a map of genuine �-spectra indexed on U . As231



232 XVIII. TRANSFER MAPS IN EQUIVARIANT BUNDLE THEORYwe discussed in XVIx5, �-free �-spectra live in the �-trivial �-universe U�. Onmaps, this gives that the inclusion i : U� �! U induces an isomorphismi� : [Y; Y ^ F+]� �! [i�Y; i�(Y ^ F+)]� �= [i�Y; i�Y ^ F+]�:Definition 1.1. Let ~� : Y �! Y ^ F+ be the �-map indexed on U� such thati�(~� ) = Id^� (F ) : i�Y �! i�Y ^ F+:De�ne the transfer � = � (�) : B = Y=� �! Y ^� F+ = Eto be the map of G-spectra indexed on U� that is obtained from ~� by passage toorbits over �.When G = e, this gives the nonequivariant transfer; specialization to this caseresults in no signi�cant simpli�cation. Note that there is no �niteness conditionon the base spectrum B.The de�nition admits many variants. When we describe its properties, we shalloften use implicitly that it does not require a complete �-universe, only a universeinto which F can be embedded, so that duality applies.We can apply the same construction to maps other than � (F ). We illustratethis by constructing the map that gives the generalized Adams isomorphism ofXVI.5.4. Since the construction is a little intricate and will not be used in the restof the chapter, the reader may prefer to skip ahead. The cited Adams isomorphismis a natural equivalence of G=N -spectraE=N �! (��Ad(N)i�E)N ;where N is a normal subgroup of G and E is an N -free G-spectrum indexed on the�xed points of a complete G-universe. By adjunction, such a map is determinedby a \dimension-shifting transfer G-map"i�(E=N) �! ��Ad(N)i�E:We proceed to construct this map.Construction 1.2. Let N be a normal subgroup of G and write � for Nconsidered together with its conjugation action c by G. Let � be the semi-directproduct G �c �. We then have the quotient map " : � �! G. We also havea twisted quotient map � : � �! G, �(g; n) = gn, that restricts to the identity



1. THE TRANSFER AND A DIMENSION-SHIFTING VARIANT 233� �! N . LetX be an N -free G-space and let ��X denoteX regarded as a �-spacevia �; then ��X is �-free. It is easy to check that we have G-homeomorphismsX �= ��X �� N and X=G �= ��X �� pt:This tells us how to view X as a �-free �-space, placing us in the context ofDe�nition 1.1. Here, however, we really need the spectrum level generalization.Let E be an N -free G-spectrum indexed on (U�)N , where U is a complete �-universe. Let i : (U�)N �! U� be the inclusion and let Y = i���E. Then Yis a �-free �-spectrum indexed on U�, and there are natural isomorphisms ofG-spectra i�E �= Y ^� N+ and i�(E=N) �= Y=�:The relevant \pretransfer" in the present context is a mapt : S �! ��Ad(N)N+of �-spectra indexed on U . The tangent bundle of N = �=G is the trivial bun-dle N � Ad(N), where � acts on Ad(N) by pullback along ". Embed N in a�-representation V and let W be the resulting representation V � Ad(N) of �.Embedding a normal tube and taking the Pontrjagin-Thom construction, we ob-tain a �-map SV �! �+ ^G SW �= N+ ^ SW :We obtain the pretransfer t by applying the suspension spectrum functor andthen desuspending by V . We are now in a position to apply the construction ofDe�nition 1.1. Letting j denote the inclusion of U� in U to avoid confusion withi, observe that j�(Y ^ ��Ad(N)N+) �= j�(��Ad(N)(Y ^N+)):Thus, smashing Y with t, pulling back to the universe U�, and passing to orbitsover �, we obtain the desired transfer mapi�(E=N) �= Y=� �! ��Ad(N)(Y ^� N+) �= ��Ad(N)i�E:[LMS, IIx7 and IVx3]



234 XVIII. TRANSFER MAPS IN EQUIVARIANT BUNDLE THEORY2. Basic properties of transfer mapsNow return to the context of De�nition 1.1. While we shall not go into detail, thetransfer can be axiomatized by the basic properties that we list in the followingomnibus theorem. They are all derived from corresponding statements aboutpretransfer maps. By far the most substantial of these properties is (v), which isproven by a fairly elaborate exercise in diagram chasing of co�ber sequences in thecontext of Spanier-Whitehead duality.Theorem 2.1. The transfer satis�es the following properties.(i) Naturality. The transfer is natural with respect to maps f : Y �! Y 0 of�-free �-spectra.(ii) Stability. For a representation V of G regarded by pullback as a represen-tation of �, �V � coincides with the transfer� : �V (Y=�) �= (�V Y )=� �! (�V Y ) ^� F+ �= �V (Y ^� F+):(iii) Normalization. With F = pt, the transfer associated to the identity mapis the identity map.(iv) Fiber invariance. The following diagram commutes for an equivalence � :F �! F 0 of compact �-ENR's: Y=�zz �ttttttttt % %� KKKKKKKKKKY ^� F+ //Id^� Y ^� F 0+:(v) Additivity on �bers. Let F be the pushout of a �-co�bration F0 �! F1and a �-map F0 �! F2, where the Fk are compact �-ENR's. Let �k bethe transfer associated to Y ^� (Fk)+ �! Y=� and let jk : Y ^� (Fk)+ �!Y ^� F+ be induced by the canonical map Fk �! F . Then� = j1�1 + j2�2 � j0�0:(vi) Change of groups. Assume given an inclusion of extensions1 // ��� // ��� // H //�� 11 // � // � // G // 1:



3. SMASH PRODUCTS AND EULER CHARACTERISTICS 235Then the following diagram commutes for a �-free �-spectrum Y indexedon U� regarded as a �-universe:G nH (Y=�)���= //Idn� G nH (Y ^� F+)�� �=(�n� Y )=� //� (�n� Y ) ^� F+ //�= (� n� (Y ^ F+))=�:Modulo a fair amount of extra bookkeeping to make sense of it, part (vi) remainstrue if we require only the homomorphismH �! G in our given map of extensionsto be an inclusion. There is also a change of groups property that holds for amap of extensions in which � �! � is the identity but the other two mapsare unrestricted. Such properties are useful and important, but we shall not gointo more detail here. Rather, we single out a particular example of the kind ofinformation that they imply. Let H � G and consider the bundlesG=H �! pt and BH = EG�H (G=H) �! BGand the collapse maps " : EG+ �! S0 and " : EH+ �! S0.Proposition 2.2. Let E be a split G-spectrum. Then the following diagramcommutes: E�H(S0)���� //"� E�H(EH+)�� �� //�= E�(BH+)�� ��E�G(S0) //"� E�G(EG+) //�= E�(BG+):Here E� is the theory represented by the underlying nonequivariant spectrumof E. For example, if E represents complex equivariant K-theory, then the trans-fer map on the left is induction R(H) �! R(G) and the transfer map on theright is the nonequivariant one. The horizontal maps become isomorphisms uponcompletion at augmentation ideals, by the Atiyah-Segal completion theorem.[LMS, IVxx3{4] 3. Smash products and Euler characteristicsThe transfer commutes with smash products, and a special case of this implies abasic formula in terms of Euler characteristics for the evaluation of the composite



236 XVIII. TRANSFER MAPS IN EQUIVARIANT BUNDLE THEORY� �� for a G-bundle �. The commutation with smash products takes several forms.For an external form, we assume given extensions,1 �! �i �! �i �! Gi �! 1and complete �i-universes Ui for i = 1 and i = 2.Theorem 3.1. The following diagram of (G1�G2)-spectra indexed on the uni-verse (U1)�1 � (U2)�2 commutes for �i-free �i-spectra Yi and �nite �i-spaces Fi:(Y1=�1) ^ (Y2=�2) //�^����= (Y1 ^�1 F1+) ^ (Y2 ^�2 F2+)�� �=(Y1 ^ Y2)=(�1 ��2) //� (Y1 ^ Y2) ^�1��2 (F1 � F2)+:When G = G1 = G2, we can use change of groups to internalize this result.Modulo a certain amount of detail to make sense of things, we see in this casethat the diagram of the previous theorem can be interpreted as a commutativediagram of G-spectra. Either specializing this result or just inspecting de�nitions,we obtain the following useful observation. We revert to the notations of De�nition1.1, so that U is a �-complete universe.Corollary 3.2. Let Y be a �-free �-spectrum indexed on U�, F be a compact�-ENR, and E be a G-spectrum indexed on U�. Then the following diagramcommutes: (Y ^ E)=����= //� (Y ^ E) ^� F+�� �=(Y=�) ^ E //�^id (Y ^� F+) ^ E:In the presence of suitable diagonal maps, this leads to homological formulasinvolving cup and cap products. While more general results are valid and useful,we shall restrict attention to the case of a given space-level bundle. Here theprevious corollary and diagram chases give the following result.Corollary 3.3. Let X be a �-free �-space and F be a compact �-ENR. Thenthe following diagram commutes, where we have written � for various maps in-



3. SMASH PRODUCTS AND EULER CHARACTERISTICS 237duced from the diagonal maps of X and F .(X=�)+ //���� (X �� F )+�� � (X=�)+oo � �� �(X=�)+ ^ (X=�)+���^id (X=�)+ ^ (X=�)+�� id^�(X �� F )+ ^ (X=�)+ (X �� F )+ ^ (X �� F )+ooid^� //�^id (X=�)+ ^ (X �� F )+:Retaining the hypotheses of the corollary and constructing cup and cap productsas in XIIIx5, we easily deduce the following formulas relating the maps inducedon homology and cohomology by the maps �, � , and � displayed in its diagram.Proposition 3.4. The following formulas hold, where E is a ring G-spectrum.(i) � �(w) [ y = � �(w [ ��(y)) for w 2 E�G(X �� F ) and y 2 E�G(Y=�)(ii) x [ � �(z) = � �(��(x) [ z) for x 2 E�G(X=�) and z 2 E�G(Y ^� F+)(iii) y \ � �(x) = ��(��(y) \ w) for y 2 E�G(Y=�) and w 2 E�G(X �� F )(iv) ��(y) \ ��(x) = ��(y \ x) for y 2 E�G(Y=�) and x 2 E�G(X=�)De�ne the Euler characteristic of the bundle � : X �� F �! X to be�(�) = � �(1) 2 E0G(X=�):(3.5)Taking w = 1 in the �rst equation above, we obtain the following conclusion.Corollary 3.6. The compositeE�G(X=�+) //�� E�G(X �� F )+ //�� E�G(X=�+)is multiplication by �(�).In many applications of the transfer, one wants to use this by proving that �(�)is a unit and deducing that E�G(X=�+) is a direct summand of E�G(X �� F )+.When �(�) is or is not a unit is not thoroughly understood. The strategy forstudying the problem is to relate �(�) to the Euler characteristic�(F ) = ��(� (F )) 2 �0�(S):We need a bit of language in order to state the basic result along these lines.If X=� = G=H, then X = �=� for some � such that �\� = e. The composite� � � �! G maps � isomorphically onto H. Inverting this isomorphism, we



238 XVIII. TRANSFER MAPS IN EQUIVARIANT BUNDLE THEORYobtain a homomorphism � : H �= � � �. For a general �-free �-space X and anorbit G=H � X=�, the pullback bundle over G=H gives rise to such a homomor-phism � : H �! �, which we call the �ber representation of X at G=H. Write��F for F regarded as an H-space by pullback along �.Theorem 3.7. Let X be a �-free �-space and F be a �-space. Let B = X=�and consider the bundle � : X �� F �! B. For a ring G-spectrum E, the Eulercharacteristic �(�) 2 E0G(B+) is a unit if any of the following conditions hold.(i) �(��F ) 2 E0H(S) is a unit for each �ber representation � : H �! � of X.(ii) B is G-connected with basepoint � and �(��F ) 2 E0G(S) is a unit, where� : G �! F is the �ber representation of X at �.(iii) B is G-free and the nonequivariant Euler characteristic �(F ) 2 E0e (S) is aunit.Nonequivariantly, with G = e, the connectivity hypothesis of (ii) is inconsequen-tial, but it is a serious limitation in the equivariant case and one must in generalfall back on (i). The following implication is frequently used.Theorem 3.8. If G is a �nite p-group and � : Y �! B is a �nite G-cover whose�ber F has cardinality prime to p, then the composite map�1B+ //� �1Y+ //� �1B+become an equivalence upon localization at p.[LMS, IVx5] 4. The double coset formula and its applicationsThis section summarizes results of Feshback that are generalized and given sim-pler proofs in [LMS]. Basically, they are consequences of the additivity on �bers oftransfer maps. That result leads to decomposition theorems for the computationof the transfer associated to any stable bundle � : Y ^� F+ �! Y=�, and we statethese �rst. Since we must keep track of varying orbits, we write�(�;�) : Y ^� (�=�)+ �! Y=�for the stable bundle associated to a �-free �-spectrum Y and the �-space �=�,and we write � (�;�) for the associated transfer map.



4. THE DOUBLE COSET FORMULA AND ITS APPLICATIONS 239Theorem 4.1. Let F be a �nite �-CW complex and letji : �=�i � �=�i �Dni �! Fbe the composite of the inclusion of an orbit and the ith characteristic map forsome enumeration of the cells of F . Then, for any �-free �-spectrum Y ,� =Xi (�1)niji� (�i;�) : Y=� �! Y ^� F+:There is a more invariant decomposition that applies to a general compact �-ENR F . For � � �, we let F (�) be the subspace of points whose isotropy groups areconjugate to �. A path component M of the orbit space F (�)=� is called an orbittype component of F=�. If �M is the closure of M in F=� and @M = �M �M , wede�ned the (nonequivariant) internal Euler characteristic �(M) to be the reducedEuler characteristic of the based space �M=@M .Theorem 4.2. Let F be a compact �-ENR and letjM : �=� �M � Fbe the inclusion of an orbit in the orbit type component M . Then, for any �-free�-spectrum Y , � =XM �(M)jM� (�;�) : Y=� �! Y ^� F+:While it is possible to deduce a double coset formula in something close to ourfull generality, we shall simplify the bookkeeping by restricting to the case when� = G��, which is the case of greatest importance in the applications. Recall thata principal (G;�)-bundle is the same thing as a �-free (G��)-space and let Y bea �-free (G��)-spectrum indexed on U�, where U is a complete (G��)-universe.For a subgroup � of �, we have the stable (G;�)-bundle�(�;�) : Y=� �= Y ^� (�=�)+ �! Y=�with associated transfer map � (�;�).Theorem 4.3 (Double coset formula). Let � and � be subgroups of �and let �n�=� be the double coset space regarded as the space of orbits under �of �=�. Let fmg be a set of representatives in � for the orbit type component



240 XVIII. TRANSFER MAPS IN EQUIVARIANT BUNDLE THEORYmanifolds M of �n�=� and let �(M) be the internal Euler characteristic of M in�n�=�. Then, for any �-free (G ��)-spectrum Y , the compositeY=� //� Y=� //� Y=�is the sum over M of �(M) times the compositeY=� //� Y=�m \ � //� Y=�m //cm Y=�:Here �m = m�m�1 and cm is induced by the left �-map �=�m �! �=� givenby right multiplication by m. In symbols,� (�;�)�(�;�) =XM �(M) cm � �(�m \ �;�M) � � (�m \ �;�):Proof. The composite�=�m \ � //� �=�m //cm �=�is a homeomorphism onto the double coset �m�. Modulo a little diagram chasingand the use of change of groups, the conclusion follows directly from the previoustheorem applied to �(�;�).If � has �nite index in �, then M is the point �m� and �(M) = 1. Here theformula is of the same form as the classical double coset formula in the cohomologyof groups. Observe that the formula depends only on the structure of the �bersand has the same form equivariantly as in the nonequivariant case G = e (whichis the case originally proven by Feshback, at least over compact base spaces).The theorem is most commonly used for the study of classifying spaces, withY = �1E(G;�)+. Here E(G;�)=� is a classifying G-space for principal (G;�)-bundles and the result takes the following form.Corollary 4.4. The composite�1B(G;�)+ //� �1B(G;�)+ //� �1B(G;�)+is the sum over M of �(M) times the composite�1B(G;�)+ //� �1B(G;�m \ �)+ //� �1B(G;�m)+ //cm �1B(G;�)+:



4. THE DOUBLE COSET FORMULA AND ITS APPLICATIONS 241Of course, the formula is very complicated in general. However, many termssimplify or disappear in special cases. For example, if the group W� = N�=� isin�nite, then the transfer � (�;�) is trivial. This observation and a little book-keeping, lead to the following examples where the formula reduces to somethingmanageable.Corollary 4.5. Let Y be any �-free (G��)-spectrum.(i) If N is the normalizer of a maximal torus T in �, then� (N;�)�(T;�) = �(T;N) : Y=T �! Y=N:(ii) If T is a maximal torus in �, then� (T;�)�(T;�) =X cm : Y=T �! Y=T;where the sum ranges over a set of coset representatives for the Weyl groupW = WT of �.(iii) If � is normal and of �nite index in �, then� (�;�)�(�;�) =X cm : Y=� �! Y=�;where the sum runs over a set of coset representatives for �=�.Typically, the double coset formula is applied to the computation of E�G(Y=�)in terms of E�G(Y=�) for a subgroup �. Here it is used in combination with theEuler characteristic formula of Corollary 3.6 and the unit criteria of Theorem 3.7.We need a de�nition to state the conclusions.Definition 4.6. An element x 2 E�G(Y=�) is said to be stable if�(� \ �m;�)�(x) = �(� \ �m;�m)�c�m(x)for all m 2 �. Let E�G(Y=�)S denote the set of stable elements and observe thatIm �(�;�)� � E�G(Y=�)S since �(�;�) � cm = �(�m;�).The double coset and Euler characteristic formulas have the following directimplication.Theorem 4.7. LetX be a �-free (G��)-space and let E be a ring G-spectrum.Let � � � and consider � = �(�;�). If �(�) 2 E0G(X=�+) is a unit, then�� : E�G(X=�+) �! E�G(X=�+)Sis an isomorphism.



242 XVIII. TRANSFER MAPS IN EQUIVARIANT BUNDLE THEORYUnfortunately, only the �rst criterion of Theorem 3.7 applies to equivariantclassifying spaces, and more work needs to be done on this. However, we have thefollowing application of its last two criteria, and the nonequivariant case G = egives considerable information about nonequivariant characteristic classes.Theorem 4.8. LetX be a �-free (G��)-space and let E be a ring G-spectrum.Assume further that X=� is either G-connected with trivial �ber representationG �! � at any �xed point or G-free.(i) If N is the normalizer of a maximal torus in �, then�� : E�G(X=�+) �! E�G(X=N+)Sis an isomorphism.(ii) If N(p) is the inverse image in the normalizer of a maximal torus T of ap-Sylow subgroup of the Weyl group W =WT and E is p-local, then�� : E�G(X=�+) �! E�G(X=N(p)+)Sis an isomorphism.(iii) If T is a maximal torus in � and E is local away from the order of the Weylgroup W =WT , then�� : E�G(X=�+) �! E�G(X=T+)Wis an isomorphism.(iv) If � is normal and of �nite index in � and E is local away from j�=�j, then�� : E�G(X=�+) �! E�G(X=�+)�=�is an isomorphism.It is essential here that we are looking at theories represented by local spectraand not at theories obtained by algebraically localizing theories represented bygeneral spectra. The point is that if F is the localization of a spectrum E at aset of primes T , then F �G(X) is usually not isomorphic to E�G(X) 
ZT unless Xis a �nite G-CW complex. The proof of the unit criteria makes use of the wedgeaxiom, which is not satis�ed by the algebraically localized theories.M. Feshbach. The transfer and compact Lie groups. Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. 251(1979),139-169.[LMS, IVx6]



5. TRANSITIVITY OF THE TRANSFER 2435. Transitivity of the transferWhile a transitivity relation can be formulated and proven in our original generalcontext of extensions of compact Lie groups, we shall content ourselves with itsstatement in the classical context of products G��. We suppose given compactLie groups G, �, and � and a complete (G����)-universe U 0. Then U = (U 0)�is a complete (G��)-universe and U� = (U 0)��� is a complete G-universe.We shall consider transitivity for stable bundles that are built up from bundlesof �bers. Let P be a �-free �nite (���)-CW complex with orbit space K = P=�and let J be any �nite �-CW complex. Let F = P �� J . The resulting bundle� : F �! K is to be our bundle of �bers. Here F and K are �nite �-CWcomplexes and � is a (�;�)-bundle with �ber J . By pullback, we may regard �as a (G��;�)-bundle. With these hypotheses, we have a transitivity relation forpretransfers that leads to a transitivity relation for stable G-bundles. It is provenby using additivity and naturality to reduce to the case when P is an orbit andthen using a change of groups argument.Theorem 5.1. The following diagram of (G ��� �)-spectra commutes:S{{�(K)xxxxxxxxx ##�(F )FFFFFFFFF�1K+ //�(�) �1F+:Theorem 5.2. Let Y be a �-free (G � �)-spectrum indexed on U�. Observethat the G-map id^�� : D^� F+ �! D^�K+ is a stable (G;���)-bundle with�ber J and consider the following commutative diagram of stable G-bundles:Y ^� F+ %%� JJJJJJJJJ //id^�� Y ^� K+yy �0sssssssssY=�:The following diagram of G-spectra commutes:Y=�yy �(�0)ttttttttt %%�(�)JJJJJJJJJY ^� K+ //�(id^��) Y ^� F+:



244 XVIII. TRANSFER MAPS IN EQUIVARIANT BUNDLE THEORYThe special case P = � is of particular interest. It gives transitivity for thediagram of transfers associated to the commutative diagramY ^� (��� J)+�� //�= Y ^� J+��Y=� Y=�:oo �(�;�)[LMS, IVx7]



CHAPTER XIXStable homotopy and Mackey functors1. The splitting of equivariant stable homotopy groupsOne can reprove the isomorphism A(G) �= �G0 (S) by means of the followingimportant splitting theorem for the stable homotopy groups of G-spaces in termsof nonequivariant stable homotopy groups. When G is �nite, we shall see that thisresult provides a bridge connecting the equivariant and non-equivariant versionsof the Segal conjecture. Recall that Ad(G) denotes the adjoint representation ofG. Remember that our homology theories, including ��, are understood to bereduced.Theorem 1.1. For based G-spaces Y , there is a natural isomorphism�G� (Y ) �= X(H)2�G��(EWH+ ^WH �Ad(WH)Y H):Observe that the sum ranges over all conjugacy classes, not just the conjugacyclasses (H) 2 �G. However, WH is �nite if and only if Ad(WH) = 0, andEWH+ ^WH �Ad(WH)Y H is connected if Ad(WH) 6= 0.Corollary 1.2. For based G-spaces Y , there is a natural isomorphism�G0 (Y ) �= X(H)2�GH0(WH;�0(Y H)):With Y = S0, this is consistent with the statement that A(G) is Z-free on thebasis f[G=H] j (H) 2 �Gg. We shall come back to this point in the discussion ofMackey functors in Section 3. Theorem 1.1 implies a description of the G-�xedpoint spectra of equivariant suspension spectra.245



246 XIX. STABLE HOMOTOPY AND MACKEY FUNCTORSTheorem 1.3. For based G-spaces Y, there is a natural equivalence(�1Y )G ' _(H)2�G�1(EWH+ ^WH �Ad(WH)Y H):Here the suspension spectrum functors are �1 : GT �! GS U on the left and�1 : T �! SUG on the right, where U is a �xed complete G-universe. Actually,the most e�cient proof seems to be to �rst write down an explicit map� =X �H :X��(EWH+ ^WH �Ad(WH)Y H) �! �G� (Y )of homology theories in Y and use it to prove Theorem 1.1 and then write downan explicit map� =X �H :_�1(EWH+ ^W H�Ad(WH)Y H) �! (�1Y )Gof spectra and prove by a diagram chase that the map induced on homotopy groupsby the wedge summand �H is the same as the map induced by the summand �H.We shall �rst write down these maps and then say a little about the proofs.Since the de�nitions of our maps proceed one H at a time, we abbreviate nota-tion by writing:N = NH; W = WH; E = EWH; and A = Ad(WH):We let L be the tangent N -representation at the identity coset of G=N . A Lietheoretic argument shows that (G=N)H is a single point, and this implies thatLH = f0g. Now �H is de�ned by the following commutative diagram:��(E+ ^W �AY H) //����H �W� (E+ ^ Y H) //� �N� (�L(E+ ^ Y ))�� !�G� (Y ) �G� ((G�N E)+ ^ Y ))oo (�^Id)� �G� (G+ ^N (E+ ^ Y )):oo ��Here � is an instance of the Adams isomorphism of XVI.5.4, ! is an instance of theWirthm�uller isomorphism of XVI.4.9, �� is induced by a canonical isomorphism ofG-spectra, � : (G �N E)+ �! S0 is the collapse map, and � is the composite ofthe map �W� �! �N� obtained by regarding W -maps as H-�xed N -maps and themap induced by the inclusion of �xed point spacesE+ ^ Y H = (�L(E + ^Y ))H �! �L(E+ ^ Y ):Why is the sum � of the �H an isomorphism? Clearly � is a map of homologytheories in Y . Recall the spaces E(F 0;F ) de�ned in V.4.6 for inclusions of families



1. THE SPLITTING OF EQUIVARIANT STABLE HOMOTOPY GROUPS 247F � F 0. For a homology theory E� on G-spaces (or G-spectra), we de�ne theassociated homology theory concentrated between F and F 0 byE[F 0;F ]�(X) = E�(X ^ E(F 0;F )):We say that (F 0;F ) is an adjacent pair if F 0 �F consists of a single conjugacyclass of subgroups. One can check, using an easy trans�nite induction argumentin the compact Lie case, that a map of homology theories is an isomorphism if theassociated maps of homology theories concentrated between adjacent families areall isomorphisms.Returning to �, consider an adjacent pair of families withF 0�F = (H). We �ndeasily that EWJ+ ^ E(F 0;F ) is WJ -contractible unless (H) = (J). Therefore,when we concentrate our theories between F and F 0, all of the summands of thedomain of � vanish except the domain of �H. It remains to prove that �H is anisomorphism when Y is replaced by Y ^E(F 0;F ). We claim that each of the mapsin the diagram de�ning �H is then an isomorphism, and three of the �ve are alwaysisomorphisms. It is easy to see that (G �N E)H = EH , which is a contractiblespace. Since E(F 0;F )J is contractible unless (J) = (H), the Whitehead theoremimplies that � ^ Id is a G-homotopy equivalence.It only remains to consider �. Passage to H-�xed points on representative mapsgives a homomorphism� : �N� (�L(E+ ^ Y ^ E(F 0;F )) �! �W� (E+ ^ Y H ^ E(F 0;F )H)such that ��� = Id. It su�ces to show that � is an isomorphism. As an N -space,E(F 0;F ) is E(F 0jN;F jN). While (F 0jN;F jN) need not be an adjacent pair,F 0jN �F jN is the disjoint union of N -conjugacy classes (K), where the K areG-conjugate to H. It follows that E(F 0jN;F jN) is N -equivalent to a wedge ofspaces E(E 0;E ), where each (E 0;E ) is an adjacent pair with E 0�E = (K) for somesuch K. However, it is easy to see that E+ ^ E(E 0;E ) is N -contractible unlessthe N -conjugacy classes (H) and (K) are equal. Thus only the wedge summandE(E 0;E ) with E 0 � E = (H) contributes to the source and target of �. Here(H) = fHg since H is normal in N . A check of �xed points shows that E(E 0;E )His W -equivalent to E+.We now claim more generally that� : �N� (Y ^ E(E 0;E )) �! �W� (Y H ^ E(E 0;E )H) = �W� (Y H ^ E+)



248 XIX. STABLE HOMOTOPY AND MACKEY FUNCTORSis an isomorphism for any N -CW complex Y . Writing out both sides as colimitsof space level homotopy classes of maps, we see that it su�ces to check that� : [X;Y ^ E(E 0;E )]N �! [XH ; Y H ^ E+]Wis a bijection for any N -CW complexX. By easy co�bration sequence arguments,we may assume that all isotropy groups of X (except at its basepoint) are inE 0 � E = fHg. This uses the fact that the set XE of points of X with isotropygroup not in E is a subcomplex: we �rst show that X can be replaced by X=XE 0,which has isotropy groups in E 0, and we then show that this new X can be replacedby XE , which has isotropy groups in E 0 � E . Under this assumption, X = XHand the conclusion is obvious.Retaining our abbreviated notations, we next describe the map�H : �1(E+ ^W �AY H) �! (�1Y )G:This is a map of spectra indexed on UG, and it su�ces to describe its adjoint mapof G-spectra indexed on U :~�H : �1(E+ ^W �AY H) �! �1Y:Here we regard E+ ^W �AY H as a G-trivial G-space, and the relevant suspensionspectrum functor is �1 : GT �! GS U on both left and right. Suppressingnotation for �1, implicitly using certain commutation relations between �1 andother functors, and abbreviating notation by setting Z = E+ ^W �AY H , we de�ne~�H to be the composite displayed in the following commutative diagram:Z //�^Id���H G=N+ ^ Z //�= G+ ^N Z�� Id^�Y (G�NE)+ ^ Yoo �^Id G+ ^N (E+ ^ Y )oo � G+ ^N (E+ ^ Y H)oo �On the top line, � is the transfer stable G-map S0 �! G=N+ of IX.3.4 (orXVII.1.2). At the right, � : E+ ^W �AY H �! E+ ^ Y H is the stable N -mapobtained by applying i� : WSUH �! NS U , i : UH �! U , to the dimension-shifting transfer W -map of XVIII.1.2 that is at the heart of the Adams isomor-phism that appears in the de�nition of �H. A diagram chase shows that the mapon homotopy groups induced by �H coincides with �H , and the wedge sum of the�H is therefore an equivalence.T. tom Dieck. Orbittypen und �aquivariante Homologie. I. Arch. Math. 23(1972), 307-317.



2. GENERALIZATIONS OF THE SPLITTING THEOREMS 249T. tom Dieck. Orbittypen und �aquivariante Homologie. II. Arch. Math. 26(1975), 650-662.[LMS, Vxx10-11] 2. Generalizations of the splitting theoremsWe here formulate generalizations of Theorems 1.1 and 1.3 that are importantin the study of generalized versions of the Segal conjecture. The essential ideasare the same as those just sketched, but transfer maps of bundles enter into thepicture and the bookkeeping needed to de�ne the relevant maps and prove thatthe relevant diagrams commute is quite complicated. We place ourselves in thecontext in which we studied generalized equivariant bundles in VIIx1. Thus let� be a normal subgroup of a compact Lie group � with quotient group G. LetE(�; �) be the universal (�; �)-bundle of VII.2.1. Let Ad(�; �) denote the adjointrepresentation of � derived from �; it is the tangent space of � at e with the actionof � induced by the conjugation action of � on �. We regard G-spaces as �-spacesby pullback. For based �-spaces X and Y , we writefX;Y g�n = [�n�1X;�1Y ]�for integers n. With these notations, we have the following results.Theorem 2.1. Let X be a based G-space and Y be a based �-space. Assumeeither that X is a �nite G-CW complex or that � is �nite. Then fX;Y g�� isnaturally isomorphic to the direct sum over the �-conjugacy classes of subgroups� of � of the groupsfX;E(W��;W��)+ ^W�� �Ad(W��;W��)Y �gW��=W��� :Here the quotient homomorphism � �! G induces an inclusion of W��=W��in G and so �xes an action of this group on X. Of course, when G is �nite, theadjoint representations in the theorem are all zero. If we set � = � (and rename itG), then the theorem reduces to a mild generalization of Theorem 1.1. When � is�nite, the speci�ed sum satis�es the wedge axiom. In general, the sum is in�niteand we must restrict to �nite G-CW complexes X.Theorem 2.2. For based �-spaces Y , there is a natural equivalence of G-spectrafrom (�1Y )� to the wedge over the �-conjugacy classes of subgroups � of � ofthe suspension spectra of the G-spacesG+ ^W��=W�� (E(W��;W��)+ ^W�� �Ad(W��;W��)Y �):



250 XIX. STABLE HOMOTOPY AND MACKEY FUNCTORSHere the suspension spectrum functor applied to Y is �1 : �T �! �S U andthat applied to the wedge summands is �1 : GT �! GS U� , where U is acomplete �-universe.[LMS, Vxx10-11] 3. Equivalent de�nitions of Mackey functorsIn IXx4, we de�ned a Mackey functor to be an additive contravariant functorBG �! A b, and we have observed that the Burnside category BG is just the fullsubcategory of the stable category whose objects are the orbit spectra �1G=H+,but with objects denoted G=H. This is the appropriate de�nition of a Mackeyfunctor for general compact Lie groups, but we show here that it is equivalent toan older, and purely algebraic, de�nition when G is �nite. We �rst describe themaps inBG. As observed in IXx4, their composition is hard to describe in general.However, for �nite groups G, there is a conceptual algebraic description. In fact,in this case there is an extensive literature on the algebraic theory of Mackeyfunctors, and we shall say just enough to be able to explain the important idea ofinduction theorems in the next section.When we specialize the diagram-chasing needed for the proofs in Section 1 tothe calculation of �G0 (Y ), we arrive at the following simple conclusion. RecallCorollary 1.2.Proposition 3.1. For any based G-space Y , �G0 (Y ) is the free Abelian groupgenerated by the following composites, where (H) runs over �G and y runs overa representative point in Y H of each non-basepoint component of Y H=WH:S //� �1G=H+ //�1~y �1Y ;here � is the transfer and ~y : G=H+ �! Y is the based G-map such that ~y(eH) = y.There is a useful conceptual reformulation of this calculation. Since we areinterested in orbits G=H, we switch to unbased G-spaces.Corollary 3.2. Let X be an unbased G-space. For H � G, the group�H0 (X+) = [�1G=H+;�1X+]Gis isomorphic to the free Abelian group generated by the equivalence classes ofdiagrams of space level G-mapsG=H G=Koo � //� X;



3. EQUIVALENT DEFINITIONS OF MACKEY FUNCTORS 251where K � H and WHK is �nite. Here (�; �) is equivalent to (�0; �0) if thereis a G-homeomorphism � : G=K �! G=K 0 such that the following diagram isG-homotopy commutative: G=K{{ �wwwwwwwww �� � !!� DDDDDDDDDG=H XG=K 0c c �0GGGGGGGGG ==�0 zzzzzzzzzWe are thinking of � as the corresponding transfer map �1G=H+ �! �1G=K+,namely GnH (� ), where � : S0 �! �1H=K+ is the transfer H-map.This result specializes to give a good description of the maps ofBG. In principle,their composition can be described in terms of a double coset formula, but this isquite hard to compute with in general. However, when G is �nite, it admits anattractive conceptual reformulation.To see this, let B̂G be the category whose objects are the �nite G-sets andwhose morphisms are the stable G-mapsX+ �! Y+. That is, up to an abbreviatednotation for objects, B̂G is the full subcategory of the stable category whose objectsare the �1X+ for �niteG-sets X. ClearlyBG embeds as a full subcategory of B̂G,and every object of B̂G is a disjoint union of objects of BG. We easily �nd thatmaps in B̂G can be described as equivalence classes [�; �] of pairs (�; �), exactlyas in the previous corollary, but now the composite of mapsV Woo � //� X and X Yoo  //! Zcan be speci�ed as the equivalence class of the diagramP~ ~||||||||   @@@@@@@@W~~ �~~~~~~~~   � AAAAAAAA Y� �  ~~~~~~~~ ��!@@@@@@@V X Z;where the top square is a pullback. This gives a complete description of B̂Gin purely algebraic terms, with disjoint unions thought of as direct sums. It is



252 XIX. STABLE HOMOTOPY AND MACKEY FUNCTORSimportant, and obvious, that this category is abstractly self-dual. Moreover, theduality isomorphism is given topologically by Spanier-Whitehead duality on orbits.Since an additive functor necessarily preserves any �nite direct sums in its do-main, it is clear that an additive contravariant functor BG �! A b determinesand is determined by an additive contravariant functor B̂G �! A b. In turn, asa matter of algebra, an additive contravariant functor B̂G �! A b determinesand is determined by a Mackey functor in the classical algebraic sense. Precisely,such a Mackey functor M consists of a contravariant functor M� and a covariantfunctor M� from �nite G-sets to Abelian groups. These functors have the sameobject function, denotedM , and M converts disjoint unions to direct sums. Writ-ing M�� = �� and M�� = ��, it is required that �� � �� = �� � � for pullbackdiagrams of �nite G-sets P //��� X�� �Y //� Z:For an additive contravariant functor M : B̂G �! A b, the maps M [�; 1] andM [1; �] specify the covariant and contravariant parts �� and �� of the correspond-ing algebraic Mackey functor, and conversely.[LMS, Vx9] 4. Induction theoremsAssuming that G is �nite, and working with the algebraic notion of a Mackeyfunctor just de�ned, we now consider the problem of computing M(�), where� = G=G, in terms of the M(G=H) for proper subgroups H. For a �nite G-set X,let Xn be the product of n copies of X and let �i : Xn+1 �! Xn be the projectionthat omits the ith variable. We then have the chain complex(�) 0 �!M(�) �!M(X) �!M(X2) �! � � �;where the di�erential dn : M(Xn) �! M(Xn+1) is the alternating sum of themaps (�i)�, 0 � i � n. Let M(X)inv be the kernel of d1, namely the equalizerof (�0)� and (�1)�. We are interested in determining when the resulting mapM(�) �! M(X)inv is an isomorphism. Of course, this will surely hold if thesequence (*) is exact. We have already seen an instance of this kind of argumentin XVIIx6.



4. INDUCTION THEOREMS 253When is (*) exact? Let MX be the Mackey functor that sends a �nite G-set Yto M(X � Y ), and similarly for maps. The projections � : X � Y �! Y inducea map of Mackey functors �X :M �!MX . We say that M is \X-injective" if �Xis a split monomorphism. If �X is split by  : MX �! M , so that  � �X = Id,then the homomorphisms (Xn) :M(X �Xn) �!M(Xn+1)specify a contracting homotopy for (*). Therefore (*) is exact if M is X-injective.When is M X-injective? To obtain a good criterion, we must �rst specifythe notion of a pairing � : L �M �! N of Mackey functors. This consists ofmaps � : L(X) 
 M(X) �! N(X) for �nite G-sets X such that the evidentcovariant and contravariant functoriality diagrams and the following Frobeniusdiagram commute for a G-map f : X �! Y .L(X)
M(Y ) //f�
Id��Id
f� L(Y )
M(Y )�� �L(X) 
M(X) //� N(X) //f� N(Y ):A Green functor is a Mackey functor R together with a pairing � that makes eachR(X) a commutative and associative unital ring, the maps f� being required topreserve units and thus to be ring homomorphisms. The notion of a module Mover a Green functor R is de�ned in the evident way. With these notions, one canprove the following very useful general fact.Proposition 4.1. If R is a Green functor and the projection X �! � inducesan epimorphismR(X) �! R(�), then everyR-moduleM isX-injective. ThereforeM(�) �=M(X)inv for every R-module M .For a Green functor R, there is a unique minimal set f(H)g of conjugacy classesof subgroups of G such that R(`G=H) �! R(�) is an epimorphism; this setis called the \defect set" of R. By an \induction theorem", we understand anidenti�cation of the defect set of a Green functor. For example, the complexrepresentation rings R(H) are the values on G=H of a Green functor R, and the\Brauer induction theorem" states that the set of products P �C of a p-group Pand a cyclic group C in G contains a defect set of R. We will shortly give anotherexample, one that we will use later to reduce the generalized Segal conjecture tothe case of �nite p-groups.



254 XIX. STABLE HOMOTOPY AND MACKEY FUNCTORSWe must �rst explain the relationship of Burnside rings to Mackey functors.For a �nite G-set X, we have a Grothendieck ring A(X) of isomorphism classesof G-sets over X. The multiplication is obtained by pulling Cartesian productsback along the diagonal of the base G-set X. When X = �, this is the Burnsidering A(G). More generally, a G-set � : T �! G=H over G=H determines andis determined by the H-set ��1(eH), and it follows that A(G=H) �= A(H). AG-map f : X �! Y determines f� : A(Y ) �! A(X) by pullback along f , and itdetermines f� : A(X) �! A(Y ) by composition with f . In more down to earthterms, if f : G=H �! G=K is the G-map induced by an inclusion H � K, thenf� : A(K) �! A(H) sends a K-set to the same set regarded as an H-set andf� : A(H) �! A(K) sends an H-set X to the K-set K�HX; we call f� induction.This gives the Burnside Green functor A.Any Mackey functor M is an A-module via the pairingsA(X)
M(X) �!M(X)that send � 
 m, � : Y �! X, to ����(m). Therefore, by pullback along thering map A(G) = A(�) �! A(X), each M(X) is an A(G)-module. Any Greenfunctor R has a unit map of Green functors � : A �! R that sends � : Y �! Xto ����(1). Thus we see that the Burnside Green functor plays a universal role.Observe that we can localize Mackey functors termwise at any multiplicativesubset S of A(G). We can complete Mackey functors that are termwise �nitelyA(G)-generated at any ideal I � A(G). We wish to establish an induction theoremapplicable to such localized and completed Mackey functors. This amounts todetermination of the defect set of S�1AÎ .It is useful to use a little commutative algebra. The following observation isstandard algebra, but its relevance to the present question was noticed in work ofAdams, Haeberly, Jackowski, and myself and its extension by Haeberly. We shallstate it for pro-modules | which are just inverse systems of modules | but onlyactual modules need be considered at the moment. Its pro-module version will beused in the proof of the generalized Segal conjecture in XXxx2, 3. Localizations ofcompletions of pro-modules M = fM�g are understood to be inverse systemsS�1MÎ = fS�1M�=IrM�g:Lemma 4.2. LetM be a pro-�nitely generated module over a commutative ringA, let S be a multiplicative subset of A, and let I be an ideal of A. Then S�1MÎ



4. INDUCTION THEOREMS 255is pro-zero if and only if (SP )�1MP̂ is pro-zero for every prime ideal P such thatP \ S = ; and P � I, where SP is the multiplicative subset A� P .For a prime ideal P ofA(G), we letK(P ) be a maximal element of the setfHjP =q(H; p)g. We have discussed these subgroups in XVIIx3.Lemma 4.3. f(K(P ))g is the defect set of the Green functor (SP )�1A.Proof. Essentially this result was observed, in less fancy language, at the endof XVIIx6. The subgroup K = K(P ) is characterized by P = q(K; p) and jWKj 6�0 mod p. (We allow p = 0.) The compositeA(G) �! A(K) �! A(G)of restriction and induction is multiplication by [G=K]. Since this element of A(G)maps to a unit in A(G)q(K;p), the displayed composite becomes an isomorphismupon localization at q(K; p).Proposition 4.4. Let S be a multiplicative subset of A(G) and let I be anideal of A(G). Then the defect set of the Green functor S�1AÎ isf(K(P ))jP \ S = ; and P � Ig:Proof. The statement means that the sum of transfer mapsXS�1A(K(P ))Î �! S�1A(G)Îis an epimorphism, and Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 imply that its cokernel is zero.The starting point for arguments like this was the following result of McClureand myself, which is the special case when S = f1g and I is the augmentationideal (alias q(e; 0)). If P = q(e; p), then K(P ) is a p-Sylow subgroup of G.Corollary 4.5. If I is the augmentation ideal of A(G), then the defect set ofthe Green functor AÎ is the set of p-Sylow subgroups of G.This will be applied in conjunction with the following observation.Lemma 4.6. Let M be a Mackey functor over a �nite p-group G and let �� :M(�) �! M(G) be induced by the projection G �! �. Then the p-adic andI-adic topologies coincide on Ker(��).



256 XIX. STABLE HOMOTOPY AND MACKEY FUNCTORSProof. Since multiplication by [G] is the composite ����, [G] Ker(��) = 0.Since [G]� jGj 2 I, jGjKer(��) � I Ker(��). If H 6= e, then �H([G=K]� jG=Kj)is divisible by p because G=K�(G=K)H is a disjoint union of non-trivialH-orbits.Therefore �(I) � pC(G). Let jGj = pn. Since jGjC(G) � �(A(G)), we see that�(In+1) � p�(I) and thus In+1 � pI. The conclusion follows.A. Dress. Induction and structure theorems for orthogonal representations of �nite groups.Annals of Math. 102(1975), 291-325.J.-P. Haeberly. Some remarks on the Segal and Sullivan conjectures. Amer. J. Math. 110(1988),833-847.J. P. May and J. E. McClure. A reduction of the Segal conjecture. Canadian Math. Soc.Conference Proceedings Vol. 2, part 2, 1982, 209-222.5. Splittings of rational G-spectra for �nite groups GWe here analyze the rational equivariant stable category for �nite groups G. Theessential point is that any rational G-spectrum splits as a product of Eilenberg-MacLane G-spectra K(M;n) = �nHM .Theorem 5.1. Let G be �nite. Then, for rational G-spectra X, there is anatural equivalence X �! QK(�n(X); n).There is something to prove here since the counterexamples of Trianta�llou dis-cussed in IIIx3 show that, unless G is cyclic of prime power order, the conclusion isfalse for naive G-spectra. A counterexample of Haeberly shows that the conclusionis also false for genuine G-spectra when G is the circle group, the rationalizationof KUG furnishing a counterexample. Greenlees has recently studied what doeshappen for general compact Lie groups.The proof of Theorem 5.1 depends on two facts, one algebraic and one topolog-ical. We assume that G is �nite in the rest of this section.Proposition 5.2. In the Abelian category of rational Mackey functors, all ob-jects are projective and injective.The analog for coe�cient systems is false, and so is the analog for compact Liegroups. The following result is easy for �nite groups and false for compact Liegroups.Proposition 5.3. For H � G and n 6= 0, �n(G=H+)
Q = 0.



5. SPLITTINGS OF RATIONAL G-SPECTRA FOR FINITE GROUPS G 257Let M = MG denote the Abelian category of Mackey functors over G. ForG-spectra X and Y , there is an evident natural map� : [X;Y ]G �!YHomM (�n(X); �n(Y )):Let Y be rational. By the previous result and the Yoneda lemma, � is an isomor-phism when X = �1G=H+ for any H. Throwing in suspensions, we can extend �to a graded map� : Y qG(X) = [X;Y ]qG = [��qX;Y ]G �!YHomM (�n(��qX); �n(Y )):It is still an isomorphismwhen X is an orbit. Of course, we obtain the same groupsif we replaceX and the Mackey functors �n(��qX) by their rationalizations. Sincethe Mackey functors �n(Y ) are injective, the right hand side is a cohomology theoryon G-spectra X. Clearly � is a map of cohomology theories and this alreadyproves the following result. With Y = QK(�n(X); n), Theorem 5.1 is an easyconsequence.Theorem 5.4. If Y is rational, then � is a natural isomorphism.This classi�es rational G-spectra, and we next classify maps between them.Recall that �
Q : A(G)
Q �! C(G)
Q is an isomorphism and that C(G)
Qis the product of a copy ofQ for each conjugacy class (H). There results a completeset of orthogonal idempotents eH = eGH in A(G) 
 Q. Multiplication by the eHinduces splittings of A(G) 
 Q-modules, rational Mackey functors, and rationalG-spectra, and we have the commutation relation�n(eHX) �= eH�n(X):In all three settings, there are no non-zero maps eHX �! eJY unless H is conju-gate to J . This gives re�nements of Theorems 5.1 and 5.4.Theorem 5.5. For rational G-spectra X, there are natural equivalencesX '_ eHX 'YK(eH�n(X); n):Theorem 5.6. For rational G-spectraX and Y , there are natural isomorphisms[X;Y ]G �=X[eHX; eHY ]G �=XYHomM (eH�n(X); eH�n(Y )):Moreover, if Vn;H(X) = (eH�n(X))(G=H) � �n(XH), thenHomM (eH�n(X); eH�n(Y )) �= HomWH(Vn;H (X); Vn;H(Y )):



258 XIX. STABLE HOMOTOPY AND MACKEY FUNCTORSThus the computation of maps between rational G-spectra reduces to the com-putation of maps between functorially associated modules over subquotient groups.The last statement of the theorem is a special case of the following algebraic result.Theorem 5.7. For rational Mackey functors M and N , there are natural iso-morphisms HomM (eHM;eHN) �= HomWH(VH(M); VH (N));where VH(M) is the Q[WH]-module (eHM)(G=H) �M(G=H).The proof of Proposition 5.2 is based on the following consequence of the factthat VH(N) is a projective and injective Q[WH]-module.Lemma 5.8. If the conclusion of Theorem 5.7 holds for all N and for a givenMand H, then eHM is projective; if the conclusion holds for all M and for a givenN and H, then eHN is injective.Now letMQ be the category of rational Mackey functors over G. Let Q[G] bethe category of Q[G]-modules. Fix H � G. Then there are functorsUH :MQ�!Q[WH] and FH :Q[WH] �!MQ:Explicitly,UHM =M(G=H) and (FHV )(G=K) = (Q[(G=K)H ]
 V )WH :These functors are both left and right adjoint to each other if we replaceMQ by itsfull subcategoryMQ=H of those Mackey functorsM such thatM(G=J) = 0 for allproper subconjugates J of H. Since (FHV )(G=K) = 0 unless H is subconjugateto K, FHV is inMQ=H.Proofs of Proposition 5.2 and Theorem 5.7. One easily proves both ofthese results whenM = FHV by use of the adjunctions and idempotents. Even in-tegrally, every Mackey functorM is built up by successive extensions from Mackeyfunctors of the form FHV . Rationally, the extensions split by the projectivity ofthe FHV . Therefore any rational Mackey functor M is a direct sum of Mackeyfunctors of the form FHV for varying H and V .J. P. C. Greenlees. Some remarks on projective Mackey functors. Journal Pure and AppliedAlgebra 81(1992), 17-38.J. P. C. Greenlees. Rational Mackey functors for compact Lie groups. Preprint, 1993.J. P. C. Greenlees and J. P. May. Some remarks on the structure of Mackey functors. Proc.Amer. Math. Soc. 115(1992), 237-243.



5. SPLITTINGS OF RATIONAL G-SPECTRA FOR FINITE GROUPS G 259J. P. C. Greenlees and J. P. May. Generalized Tate cohomology, Appendix A. Memoirs Amer.Math. Soc. No 543. 1995.J.-P. Haeberly. For G = S1 there is no Chern character. Contemp. Math. 36 (1985), 113-118.
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CHAPTER XXThe Segal conjecture1. The statement in terms of completions of G-spectraThere are many ways to think about the Segal conjecture and its generalizations.Historically, the original source of the conjecture was just the obvious analogy be-tweenK-theory and stable cohomotopy. According to the Atiyah-Segal completiontheorem, the K-theory of the classifying space of a compact Lie group G is isomor-phic to the completion of the representation ring R(G) at its augmentation ideal.Here R(G) is K0G(S0), and K1G(S0) = K1(BG+) = 0. The Burnside ring A(G) is�0G(S0), and it is natural to guess that the stable cohomotopy of BG is isomorphicto the completion of ��G(S0) at the augmentation ideal I of A(G). This guess isthe Segal conjecture. It is not true for compact Lie groups in general, but it turnsout to be correct for �nite groups G. We shall restrict ourselves to �nite groupsthroughout our discussion. A survey of what is known about the Segal conjecturefor compact Lie groups has been given by Lee and Minami.Here we are thinking about Z-graded theories, and that is the right way tothink about the proof. However, one can also think about the result in purelyequivariant terms, and the conclusion then improves to a result about G-spectraand thus about RO(G)-graded cohomology theories. To see this, let's at �rstgeneralize and consider any G-spectrum kG. We have the projection EG+ �! S0,and it induces a G-map" : kG = F (S0; kG) �! F (EG+; kG):(1.1)We think of " as a kind of geometric completion of kG.It is natural to think about such completions more generally. Let F be a familyof subgroups of G. We have the projection EF+ �! S0, and we have the induced261



262 XX. THE SEGAL CONJECTUREG-map " : kG = F (S0; kG) �! F (EF+; kG):(1.2)We think of " as the geometric completion of kG at F .We want to compare this with an algebraic completion. The family F deter-mines an ideal IF of A(G), namelyIF = \H2F Ker(A(G) �! A(H)):(1.3)Just as I = Ifeg = q(e; 0), by de�nition, it turns out algebraically thatIF = \H2F q(H; 0):(1.4)Since A(G) plays the same role in equivariant theory that Zplays in nonequiv-ariant theory, it is natural to introduce completions of G-spectra at ideals of theBurnside ring. This is quite easy to do. For an element � of A(G), de�ne SG[��1],the localization of the sphere G-spectrum SG at �, to be the telescope of countablymany iterates of � : SG �! SG. Then let K(�) be the �ber of the canonical mapSG �! SG[��1]. For an ideal I generated by a set f�1; � � � ; �ng, de�neK(I) = K(�1) ^ � � � ^K(�n):(1.5)It turns out that, up to equivalence, K(I) is independent of the choice of gener-ators of I. Now de�ne (kG)Î = F (K(I); kG):(1.6)By construction, K(I) comes with a canonical map � : K(I) �! SG, and thereresults a map  : kG �! (kG)Î :(1.7)We call  the completion of kG at the ideal I. For those who know about suchthings, we remark that completion at I is just Bous�eld localization at K(I). Weshall later use \brave new algebra" to generalize this construction.Now specialize to I = IF for a family F . For � 2 IF , � : SG �! SG is nullhomotopic as an H-map for any H 2 F . Therefore SG[��1] is H-contractible,K(IF ) is H-equivalent to SG, and the co�ber of � is H-contractible. This impliesthat there is a unique G-map� : �1EF+ �! K(IF )(1.8)



2. A CALCULATIONAL REFORMULATION 263over SG. There results a canonical map of G-spectra�� : F (K(IF ); kG) �! F (EF+; kG):(1.9)We view this as a comparison map relating the algebraic to the geometric comple-tion of kG at F .One can ask for which G-spectra kG the map �� is an equivalence. We can nowstate what I �nd to be the most beautiful version of the Segal conjecture. Recallthat D(E) = F (E;SG).Theorem 1.10. For every family F , the map�� : (SG)ÎF = D(K(IF )) �! D(EF+)is an equivalence of G-spectra.Parenthetically, one can also pass to smash products rather than function spec-tra from the map �, obtaining�� : kG ^ EF+ �! kG ^K(IF+):(1.11)One can ask for which G-spectra kG this map is an equivalence. A standardargument shows that �� is an equivalence if kG is a ring spectrum and �� is anequivalence. Once we introduce Tate theory, we will be able to give a remarkablepartial converse. The point to make here is that �� is an equivalence for KG, as weshall explain in XXIVx7, but is certainly not an equivalence for SG. That wouldbe incompatible with the splitting of (SG)G in XIXx1. Our original analogy willonly take us so far.J. F. Adams, J.-P. Haeberly, S. Jackowski, and J. P. May. A generalization of the Segal conjec-ture. Topology 27(1988), 7-21.J. P. C. Greenlees and J. P. May. Completions of G-spectra at ideals of the Burnside ring.Adams memorial symposium on algebraic topology, Vol. 2. London Math. Soc. Lecture NoteSeries 176, 1992, 145-178.C.-N. Lee and N. Minami. Segal's Burnside ring conjecture for compact Lie groups. in Algebraictopology and its applications. MSRI Publications # 27. Springer-Verlag. 1994, 133-161.2. A calculational reformulationWhat does Theorem 1.10 say calculationally? To give an answer, we go backto our algebraic completions. The I-adic completion functor is neither left norright exact in general, and it has left derived functors LIi . Because A(G) has Krulldimension one, these vanish for i > 1. In precise analogy with the calculation



264 XX. THE SEGAL CONJECTUREof the homotopy groups of p-adic completions of spaces, we �nd that, for anyG-spectrum X, there is a natural short exact sequence0 �! LI1(�q�1(X)) �! �q(X Î) �! LI0(�q(X)) �! 0;(2.1)where we apply our derived functors to Mackey functors termwise. Thinking co-homologically, for any G-spectra X and kG, there are natural short exact seqences0 �! LI1((k�+1G (X)) �! ((kG)Î)�G(X) �! LI0(k�G(X)) �! 0:(2.2)As a matter of algebra, the LIi admit the following descriptions, which closelyparallels the algebra we summarized when we discussed completions at p in IIx4.Abbreviate A = A(G) and consider an A-module M . Then we have the followingnatural short exact sequences.0 �! lim1TorA1 (A=Ir;M) �! LI0(M) �!M Î �! 0:(2.3) 0 �! lim1TorA2 (A=Ir;M) �! LI1(M) �! limTorA1 (A=Ir;M) �! 0:(2.4)There is interesting algebra in the passage from the topological de�nition ofcompletion to the algebraic interpretation (2.1). Briey, there are \local homol-ogy groups" HIi (M) analogous to Grothendieck's local cohomology groups. Ourtopological construction mimics the algebraic de�nition of the HIi (M), and, asa matter of algebra, LIi (M) �= HIi (M). This leads to alternative procedures forcalculation, but begins to take us far from the Segal conjecture. We shall returnto the relevant algebra in Chapter XXIV.The last two formulas show that, if M is �nitely generated, then LI0(M) �=M Îand LI1(M) = 0. When a G-spectrum kG is bounded below and of �nite type, inthe sense that each of its homotopy groups is �nitely generated, we can constructa model for (kG)Î and study its properties by induction up a Postnikov tower,exactly as we studied p-completion in IIx5. As there, we �nd that a map fromkG to an \I-complete spectrum" that induces I-adic completion on all homotopygroups is equivalent to the I-completion of kG. Moreover, a su�cient conditionfor a bounded below spectrum to be I-complete is that its homotopy groups are�nitely generated modules over A(G)Î .We deduce from XIX.1.1 that SG is of �nite type. Thus the I-adic completionsof its homotopy groups are bounded below and of �nite type over A(G)Î . A littlediagram chase now shows that the following theorem will imply Theorem 1.10.



2. A CALCULATIONAL REFORMULATION 265Theorem 2.5. The map " : SG �! D(EF+) induces an isomorphism��(SG)ÎF �! ��(D(EF+)):There is an immediate problem here. A priori, we do not know anything aboutthe homotopy groups ofD(EF+), which, on the face of it, need be neither boundedbelow nor of �nite type. There is a lim1 exact sequence for their calculation interms of the duals of the skeleta of EF+. To prove that the lim1 terms vanish, andto make sure that we are always working with �nitely generated A(G)-modules, wework with pro-groups and only pass to actual inverse limits at the very end. Wehave already said nearly all that we need to say about this in XIVx5. Recall that,for any Abelian group valued functor h on G-CW complexes or spectra, we de�nethe associated pro-group valued functor h by letting h(X) be the inverse systemfh(X�)g, where X� runs over the �nite subcomplexes of X. Our functors takevalues in �nitely generated A(G)-modules. For an ideal I in A(G) and such a pro-module M = fM�g, MÎ is the inverse system fM�=IrM�g. For a multiplicativesubset S, S�1M = fS�1M�g.We de�ne pro-Mackey functors just as we de�ned Mackey functors, but changingthe target category from groups to pro-groups. Now Theorem 2.5 will follow fromits pro-Mackey functor version.Theorem 2.6. The map " : SG �! D(EF+) induces an isomorphism��(SG)ÎF �! ��(D(EF+)):The point is that the pro-groups on the left certainly satisfy the Mittag-Le�ercondition guaranteeing the vanishing of lim1 terms, hence the lim1 terms for thecalculation of ��(D(EF+)) vanish and we obtain the isomorphism of Theorem 2.5on passage to limits. We now go back to something we omitted: making senseof the induced map in Theorem 2.6. For a �nite G-CW complex X such thatXH is empty for H 62 F , we �nd by induction on the number of cells and thevery de�nition of IF that ��(D(X+)) is annihilated by some power of IF . Thisimplies that the canonical pro-map��(D(X+)) �! ��(D(X+))ÎFis an isomorphism. Applying this to the �nite subcomplexes of EF , we see thatthe right side in Theorem 2.6 is IF -adically complete. Thus the displayed mapmakes sense.



266 XX. THE SEGAL CONJECTUREJ. F. Adams, J.-P. Haeberly, S. Jackowski, and J. P. May. A generalization of the Segal conjec-ture. Topology 27(1988), 7-21.J. P. C. Greenlees and J. P. May. Derived functors of I-adic completion and local homology. J.Algebra 149(1992), 438-453.3. A generalization and the reduction to p-groupsNow we change our point of view once more, thinking about individual pro-homotopy groups rather than Mackey functors. Using a little algebra to checkthat the ideal in A(H) generated by the image of IF under restriction has thesame radical as I(F jH), we see that the Hth term of the map in Theorem 2.6 is��H(S0)Î (F jH) �! ��H(E(F jH)+):We may as well proceed by induction on the order of G, so that we may assumethis map to be an isomorphism for all proper subgroups. In any case, Theorem2.6 can be restated as follows.Theorem 3.1. The map EF �! � induces an isomorphism��G(S0)ÎF �! ��G(EF+):Now EF �! � is obviously an example of an F -equivalence, that is, a mapthat induces an equivalence on H-�xed points for H 2 F . We are really provingan invariance theorem:An F -equivalence f : X �! Y induces an isomorphism ��G(f)ÎF :We can place this in a more general framework. Given a set H of subgroupsof G, closed under conjugacy, we say that a cohomology theory is H -invariantif it carries H -equivalences to isomorphisms. We say that a G-space X is H -contractible if XH is contractible for H 2 H . By an immediate co�ber sequenceargument, a theory is H -invariant if and only if it vanishes on H -contractiblespaces. It is not di�cult to show that, for any cohomology theory h�, there is aunique minimal class H such that h� is H -invariant: determination of this classgives a best possible invariance theorem for h�. Given an ideal I and a collectionH , we can try to obtain such a theorem for the theory ��G(�)Î .Answers to such questions in the context of localizations rather than completionshave a long history and demonstrated value, but there one usually assumes thatH is closed under passage to larger rather than smaller subgroups. For such a\cofamily" H , we have the H -�xed point subcomplex XH = fxjGx 2 H g;



3. A GENERALIZATION AND THE REDUCTION TO p-GROUPS 267the inclusion i : XH �! X is an H -equivalence. A cohomology theory is H -invariant if and only it carries all such inclusions i to isomorphisms.It seems eminently reasonable to ask about localizations and completions to-gether. We can now state the following generalization of Theorem 3.1. De�ne thesupport of a prime ideal P in A(G) to be the conjugacy class (L) such that P is inthe image of Spec(A(L)) but is not in the image of Spec(A(K)) for any subgroupK of L. We know what the supports are: (H) for q(H; 0) and (Hp) for q(H; p).Theorem 3.2. For any multiplicative subset S and ideal I, the cohomologytheory S�1��G(�)Î is H -invariant, whereH = [fSupp(P )jP \ S = ; and P � Ig:With S = ; and I = IF , Theorem 3.1 follows once one checks that the resultingH is contained in F . In fact it equals F since the primes that contain IF areall of the q(H; p) with H 2 F , and this allows p = 0. It looks as if we have madeour work harder with this generalization but in fact, precisely because we haveintroduced localization, which we have already studied in some detail, the generaltheorem quickly reduces to a very special case.In fact, by XIX.4.2, it is enough to show that (SP )�1��G(X)P̂ = 0 if XL iscontractible for L 2 Supp(P ), where SP = A � P . By XVII.5.5, there is anidempotent eGL 2 A(G)p such that (SP )�1A(G) = eGLA(G)p. Remembering thatthe �-�xed point functor satis�es �HSG = SH , we see that, for any �nite G-CWcomplex X, XVII.6.4 specializes to give the chain of isomorphismseGL�nG(X)p �! eNLL �nNL(X)p �! eWL1 �nWL(XL)p �! �nV L(XL)invpwhere V L is a p-Sylow subgroup of WL. The transfer argument used to prove thelast isomorphism gives further that �nV L(XL)invp is naturally a direct summand in�nV L(XL)p. Passing to pro-modules, we conclude that (SP )�1��G(X)P̂ is a directsummand in ��V L(XL)p̂. Therefore Theorem 3.2 is implied by the following specialcase.Theorem 3.3. The theory ��G(�)p̂ is e-invariant for any �nite p-group G. Thatis, it vanishes on nonequivariantly contractible G-spaces.This is Carlsson's theorem, and we will discuss its proof in the next section. Inthe case of the augmentation ideal there is a shortcut to the reduction to p-groupsand p-adic completion: it is immediate from XIX.4.5 and XIX.4.6. Let us say a



268 XX. THE SEGAL CONJECTUREword about the nonequivariant interpretation of the Segal conjecture in this case.Since SG is a split G-spectrum, we can conclude that��G(S0)Î �= ��G(EG+) �= ��(BG+):(3.4)Of course, the cohomotopy groups on the left lie in non-positive degrees and arejust the homotopy groups reindexed. By XIX.1.1,�G� (S0) =X(H)��(BWH+):(3.5)The left side is a ring, but virtually nothing seems to be known about the mul-tiplicative structure on the right. Nor is much known about the A(G)-modulestructure. Of course, the last problem disappears upon completion in the case ofp-groups, by XIX.4.6.J. F. Adams, J.-P. Haeberly, S. Jackowski, and J. P. May. A generalization of the Segal conjec-ture. Topology 27(1988), 7-21.4. The proof of the Segal conjecture for �nite p-groupsThere are two basic strategies. One is to use (3.5) and a nonequivariant in-terpretation of the completion map to reduce to a nonequivariant problem. Forelementary p-groups, the ideas that we discussed in the context of the Sullivanconjecture can equally well be used to prove the Segal conjecture, and Lannes hasan unpublished nonequivariant argument that handles general p-groups.The other is to use equivariant techniques, which is the method used by Carls-son. Historically, Lin �rst proved the Segal conjecture for Z=2, Gunawardena forZ=p, p odd, and Adams, Gunawardena, and Miller for general elementary Abelianp-groups, all using nonequivariant techniques and the Adams spectral sequence.Carlsson's theorem reduced the case of general �nite p-groups to the case of ele-mentary Abelian p-groups. His ideas also led to a substantial simpli�cation of theproof in the elementary Abelian case, as was �rst observed by Caruso, Priddy, andmyself. For this reason, the full original proof of Adams, Gunawardena, and Millerwas never published. Since I have nothing to add to the exposition that Caruso,Priddy, and I gave, which includes complete details of a variant of Carlsson's proofof the reduction to elementary Abelian p-groups, I will give an outline that maygain clarity by the subtraction of most of the technical details.



4. THE PROOF OF THE SEGAL CONJECTURE FOR FINITE p-GROUPS 269We assume throughout that G is a �nite p-group. We begin with a generalG-spectrum kG, and we will work with the bitheorykqG(X;Y ) = kG�q(X;Y )on spaces X and Y . It can be de�ned as the cohomology of X with coe�cients inthe spectrum Y ^ kG. The following easy �rst reduction of Carlsson is a key step.It holds for both represented and pro-group valued theories. LetP be the familyof proper subgroups of G.Lemma 4.1. Assume that k�H is e-invariant for all H 2 P. Then k�G is e-invariant if and only if k�G( ~EP) = 0.Proof. Let X be e-contractible. We must show that k�G(X) = 0 if k�G( ~EP) =0. Write Y = ~EP. Then Y G = S0 and Y is H-contractible for H 2 P. LetZ = Y=S0. We have the co�ber sequenceX �! X ^ Y �! X ^ Z:We claim that k�G(W ^Y ) = 0 for any G-CW complexW and that k�G(X ^Z) = 0for any G-CW complex Z such that ZG = �. The �rst claim holds by hypothesison orbit types G=G and holds trivially on orbit types G=H with H 2 P. Thesecond claim holds on orbits by the induction hypothesis. The general cases ofboth claims follow.The co�ber sequence EG+ �! S0 �! ~EG gives rise to a long exact sequence�! kqG(Y ;EG+) �! kqG(Y ) �! kqG(Y ; ~EG) ��! kq+1G (Y ;EG+) �! :(4.2)The ~EG terms carry the singular part of the problem; the EG+ terms carry thefree part.Let us agree once and for all that all of our theories are to be understood aspro-group valued and completed at p, since that is the form of the theorem weneed to prove. We must show that ��G(Y ) = 0. However, studying more generaltheories allows a punch line in the elementary Abelian case: there the map � in(4.2) is proven to be an isomorphism by comparison with a theory for which theanalogue of the Segal conjecture holds trivially.For a normal subgroup K of H with quotient group J write k�H=K = k�J for thetheory represented by �K(kH), where kH denotes kG regarded as an H-spectrum.We pointed out the ambiguity of the notation k�J at the end of XVIx6, but wealso observed there that the notation ��J is correct and unambiguous. As we shall


